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THE ENTERPRISE
VIETNAM DIARY
Mightiest Ship Afloat:
We Visit The Enterprisee,
Fighter Squadrons 
SOMEWHERE IN THE
GULF OF 'TONKIN — We
flew in from Da Nang yester-
day to the Colossus of the
Oceans, the world's mightiest
warship afloat, the U. S. S.
Enterprise.
The weather was bad, so
we had to wait for the chance
of a breakthrough before
taking off.
I wondered why the seats
on this Navy plane e ere
placed backwards. I soon
found out. Once on board.
you don a lifejacket and are
strapped in much like a vise,
around the waist and over
the shoulders.
The flight from the main-
land takes about an hour.
When the plane hits the deck,
the impact is so great that
unless you're strapped in
properly, your neck might
snap like that of a chicken.
A mechanical steel snare
reaches out and grabs the
wheels of the plane as it
lands so that it won't run off
the deck.
The winds are mean and
the men who guide the planes
in and maneuver their take-
off have to have extra agility
, to brace themselves from
being blown away. In their
, headpieces with the protective
eye goggles and vests of
various colors, they resem-
ble other world people like
the ones you see in those
movies about Mars. '
This, however, is not play-
acting. It is serious business,
computerized to split seconds;
and the men know that a
careless move might mean.
lost lives. Your first impres-
sion after the effort to get in
out of the wind is the awe-
some display of nuclear pow-
er and the majesty of a
floating city.
Imagine a skyscraper, 25
stories high and five blocks
lelag drifting in the ocean and
yoii get an idea of the size
of the Enterprise.
This ship was the dream of
Retired Admiral Hyman Rick-
over. the Navy's foremost
advocate of nuclear power.
It was built at a cost of $440
million. In speed, endurance
and maneuverability, it can
outclass any ship on the sea.
So tremendous is it that it
would take several days to
cover every part of the vessel.
There are 5,200 personnel on
board, and work goes on
around the clock. At any hour
ot tile day or night at least
one third of the crew is on
duty. In this present Viet-
namese conflict, the mission
of the Enterprise is to inter-
dict lines of communication
which include highways and
railroads.
This air support includes
BTW Senior Takes Top
Prize With Her Essay
A Booker T. 7ashington High
school senior was the first place
winner in the Lions' Club Essay
Contest on peace.
'Bringing honor to her school
and taking home a $100 U. S
Savings Bond for herself
Miss Rita Horne Porter, daugh-
ter of Mrs. Mary Horne Porter
of 2494 Hawkins Mill rd., a first
grade teacher at Georgia Ave-
nue Elementary school.
On hand to see Miss Porter
receive the prize at a luncheon
held at the Hotel Claridge was
her mother, Mrs. Porter, Prin-
ci at Jesse D. Springer, and L.
R. Fletcher, chairman of social
stlidies at Booker T. Washing-
ton High school, The award
was presented by Jesse W. Vine.
yard, president of the Memphis
Lions club.
Also attending were dim
Carolyn Hiltenbrand, 17, of
Sacred Heart High school, sec-
ond place winner, and Leonard
Dachsel, 18, of Central High
school,
Miss Porter is an Americani
history student of Mrs. S. Wil-
son and a member of Nathaniel!
D. Williams' homeroom class.'
RITA HORNE
She is a science major with
minors in social studies and
Latin.
After graduation in June, she
plans to study for a career as
a laboratory technician.
Her essay on "Search for
Peace" will be entered for
judging at Nashville and Pos-
sibly to Chicago for world-wide
Two and Ninety-six, Recon-
naissance Attack Squadron
Seven, Light Attack Squadrons
Thirty-five, F i fty-Six and
One Thirteen, Carrier Air-
borne Early Warning Squad-
ron Eleven Detahment, Heli-
copter Combat Support Squad-
ron , One Detachment and
finally, Heavy Attack Squad-
ron Two Detachment which
permits in-flight refueling.
The helicopters are called
"Angels" because during flight
operations they hover close
by ready to, hoist pilots and
crewman should they be
forced to ditch their craft
or bail out.
Under nuclear power, the
Enterprise can go for long
periods without the need for
new supplies. However, it is
replenished with fresh foods
periodically and since it has
more space, • it carries sup.
lies of fuel oils for other con-
ventional ships.
See Mighty, Page 2
COGIC
Amend
COGIC OFFICIALS TO
Bishops, e'
mothers, and representative
laymen of the Church of God
in Christ will gather in Mem-
phis on February 1, for a spe-
cial meeting to amend the
Church constitution.
Delegates to the special ses-
sion will be answering the call
of Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Gen-
eral Secretary, issued on be
half of the Executive Board of
Bishops and the Board of State
Bishops, from COGIC national
headquarters in Memphis. The
meeting will be held at Mason
Temple, 958 South Mason
Street beginning at 10 a. m.
Bishop A. B. McEwen, of
Memphis, is chairman of the
COGIC general Assembly and
Bishop J. S. Bailey, of Detroit,
is Vice Chairman.
Owen Alumni'
Asked To Aid
Alma Mater
At a recent meeting of the
executive committee of the
Owen College Alumni Associa-
tion, it was unamimously agreed
that the recent fire loss at
Owen College requires the sup-
port cif the entire community
and especially graduates and
former students.
Alumni P r e sident Dover
Crawford, Jr. urges 100 per
cent support of the College by
all graduates and former stu-
dents.
He said some members have
responded w i th gifts and
pledges, but much more is
needed.
Donations may be sent direct
to the College; to Tri State Bank
P. 0. Box 2327 in care of Dover
Crawford, Jr.: or Mrs. Mary
Telford at 789 E. Trigg' Ave.
Checks or money orders
should be made payable to the
Owen College Alumni Associa-
tion.
Al! gifts will be appreciated
as there is a very urgent neeci
for assistance at this time.
Final Rites For
F. C. Aldridge
Thursday Night
Funeral services for Flenoid
Calvin "Bubber" Aldridge, Jr..
will be held on Thursday night,
Jan. 19, at the Mississippi Blvd.
Seventh Day Adventist church.
Mr. Aldridge, 18-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Flenoid C.
Aldridge, Sr., of 1847 Freemont
ave., died in a Fire Department
ambulance last Saturday morn-
ing while en route to Methodist
hospital. He suffered an attack
at his home and was dead on
arrival at the hospital.
A graduate of Hamilton High
school, of 1966, he had
planned to enter college this
month. He had been employed
at Methodist hospital and was
recently hired at the Kennedy
VA hospital in the dietetics
department where he worked
for two weeks before his death.
Aside from his parents. he is
survived by a sister, Miss Carol
E. Aldridge; a brother, Carl
J. Aldridge; and his grandpar-
ents, Mrs. Callie Mae Brown-
rigge, Gary, Ind.; Mrs. Gertrud
Robinson and Mrs. Lois Phil-
lips.
He was the nephew of Mr.
and Mrs. Sherman Aldridge,
'Mr. and Mrs. Fred Aldridge,
'Rev. and Mrs. John H. Burrell
and Mrs. Mattie Tompkins of
Memphis, and Luther Brown-
jrigge, Gary, Ind.; Mrs. Ger-
trude Robinson and Mrs. Lois
Phillips.
Interment will be in Elmwood
'cemetery. S. W. Qualls and
'
company has charge of ar-
rangements.
Owen College Dorm.
Completely Destroyed
REDUCED TO RUBBLE
Roger Williams Hall on the
Owen college campus was
reduced to rubble last Tues-
day night, Jan. 1, when a
Veteran Teller
Retires From
State Bank
Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson, re-
tired December 30, 1966 after
twenty years as a teller in the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis
Mrs. Jackson began working at
the bank when it opened Decem-
ber 16, 1946. In 1952, she be-
flashed through the building
fire believed to have been
started by faulty wiring
ignited the building, serving
as a dormitory for girls and
In wnicn some faculty mem-
bers lived in apartments.
Smoke was r eportedly
sensed a few hour § before it
which housed the auditori-
urn, chapel, student lounge
and dining room for board-
ing students, music rooms
and laundry. A
Owen Officals Study Plans To
Replace Roger Williams Hall
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins spent ceived superficial injuries while, "dangerous."
last Saturday afternoon walking
quietly and slowly over the
water-soaked campus ,of Owen
college. He focused most of
his attention on a fire-gutted
multi-purpose building. Roger
came vault and commercial Williams Hall which had also
teller. . I served as a dormitory for more
A graduate of LeMoyne Col- than a score of young women
lege, Mrs. Jackson taught students of the institution.
school in the County before she Owen college President Dink-
began working at the bank. She ins was evaluating the cost of
has also done post graduate
awork at Tennessee A & I State lionrepdloalciaermeformer 
ts 
Agnes
university. College main building which
She is a member of the was destroyed by an early
Mississippi B 1 vd. Christian morning fire Wednesday of
Church. treasurer of the City last week. A fireman narrowly
Federation of Colored Women's escaped death in the blaze. A
Clubs, and treasurer of the student, Miss Sandra Lovell,
Clara Barton Health club, who turned in the alarm, re-
Officals To Is Slain By Brother
Constitutioni• I was dissatisfied over the dis-
Klondike Woman 68
time the judge or attorneys
have warned us of the gravity
of having such a poorly worded
and inadequate constitution."
Bishop Patterson said an
Alabama judge had offered to
donate his time and services
to help Church officials draft
an amended constitution.
"The future of our Church
for many years rests on .what
we do February 1," Bishop
Patterson declared.
Bishop Patterson said cre-
dential issued to delegates who
attended the General Aseembly,
meeting held during the 59th
annual COGIC Convocation in
Memphis last November will.
be honored at the February 1
special session
Bishop Patterson declared, in
a letter to Church officials,
that a revision of the constitu-
tion is necessary at this time
to restore the unity of the de-
nominaticel and to prevent
embarrassing court actions by
dissident factions.
I. The General Secretary calledattention to the Church officers
!that the Executive Beard has
I been forced into court three
!times within the past few
"months — in Alabama, in Mem-
phis and recently in southeast
Texas by Elder R. E. Ranger,
,of Texas.
"Each time the courts have
ruled in our favor," Bishop
jPatterson said, "but also each
BISHOP PATTERSON
An argument about the distri- tribution of money which was
bution of some insurance money left to hint and his sister. Bill-
was suspected as the cause of lets track the victim in the
the first homicide in Mem- shoulder, chest and stomach.
phis for 1967. was the first homicide the
The victim was Mrs. Cora Lee The slaying of Mrs. Hoard
Hoard of 791 Mobtgomery it., was the first homicide the
who was shot three times by city had experienced since two
her brother, Earl Franklin on persons were slain on Christmas
Thursday morning, Jan. 12. Day. Some 50 homicides oc-
curred in 1966.The only witnesses to the
slaying were two small children Franklin has been charged
that the victim had been caring with murder and carrying a
for. Mrs. Hoard was 68, and pistol and ordered held without
her brother was el. bond.
nee were summoned to the Funeral services were held
scene by a postman who hap- for the vitim on last Sunday
pened to hear the shots fired. at the Church of Christ at
A boy around four years of Firestone and Coker st., with
age was standilte over her Brother E. Hull officiating.
body crying when help arrived. Burial was in the Mt. Carmel
Police later arrested Franklin cemetery. Southern Funeral
at his home at 1063 Overton Home was in charge of arrange-
Park. It was learned that he ments.
Four Brothers Charged
In Assault On Patron
Four brothers and their com-
panion have been arrested and
charged with assault to murder
In the stabbing and beating of
a 23-year-old man in a cafe in
Orange Mound last Saturday
night.
The victim. Clifford Bell, 23.
of 2385 Carnes ave.. was in John
Gaston hospital on Monday.
His condition was listed as
crit teal.
Arrested at the corner of
Poplar and Mendenhall after al
description was broadcast Vere
Calvin Bradley, 31; lzell Brad-i
Icy, 29, John Bradley, 27; and
Georg' Bradley, 24, all of 2767
Waverly, and Walter Gordon,
24, of 603 Pendleton.
Police said that the five men
attacked the victim in a cafe
at 665 Boston st. and stabbed
and kicked him numerous
times.
Following the assault on the
victim, the five ran to their
automobile and fled from the
scene.
Arraigned on Monday morn.
lag in City Court, the five
See Brother, Page 2
running to the telephone. Owen college is the only in-
President Dinkins was not, stitution of its kind in this area.
in position to say specifically It has more than 300 students.
what would be done to replace It has met the requirements for
the loss. He noted that in simil accreditation as an A-Class
situations at other institutions, junior college. Its graduates
such as in the recent Lane are increasingly being accepted
College fire, some indications in the business and professional
of possible financial assistance life of Memphis and the Mid-
from the Federal government South. Under the direction of
had been mentioned. He could 1hr. Dinkis the college has ex-
not say what might be done fort panded its curriculum and po-
Owen college in that respect. salon.
The fire came on the eve of: The burned building on the
the annual International Tea Owen campus served as the
which is staged by the Baptist center for a library browsing
churches of Memphis and the room, dinning hall, girls' dor-
Mid-South to raise funds for the mitory, faculty apartments,
support of the institution. The auditorium, chapel, mu s ic
The tea is scheduled for Jan-''rooms, shops. and laundry. It
uary 22, at Ellis Auditorium, was more than 60 years old.
Dr. Dinkins was considering' Dr. Dinkins pointed out that
the cost of demolition of the rest I the instructional program of
of the burned-out building. He!the college has not been inter-
expects this work to begin this', rupted. The main classrooms
week, as the Memphis Fire were not harmed by the fire.
Department has a sign designa- And, since the majority of the
tine the remaining struction as See Official Page 2
Stanley Scott Joins
PR Staff Of NAACP
• 
began his career on the "Mem-
The appointment of Stanley
S. Scott, a United Press Inter-
national reporter, as assistant
director of public relations for
the National Association for the
the Advancement of Colored
People was announced recently
by Roy Wilkins, executive di-
rector -of the Association.
Mr. Scott began work in the
new posipon Monday, Jan, 16.
At the same time Mr. Wilkins
announced the appointment of
Henry Lee Moon as editor of
"The Crisis," monthly organ of
the NAACP and oldest Negro
magazine in the country, to fill
the vacancy created last May
of James W. Ivy.
Mr. Moon will continue in
his position as NAACP director
of public relations. Since 1965
the magazine has been publish-
ed under supervision of the de-
partment of public relations.
Mr. Scott, 33, has been a
general assignment reporter
with the UPI New Yrok bureau
since 1964. He is a member of
the Scott family of Atlanta,
founders and owners of the
first successful Negro daily
newspaVer in the country, "The
Atlanta Daily World," and of a
chain of Negro weeklies in the
South.
Educated at Kansas university
and Lincoln university in Jef-
ferson City, Mo., where he
studied journalism, Mr. Scott
A
phis World" in 1960. From 1961
to 1964 he was a general as-
signment reporter on the "At-
lanta Daily World."
As a reporter for the Scott
papers and the UPI. he covered
politics, civil rights activities
and ghetto life in strife-torn
urban communities. In 1965 his
first personal story on the kill-
ing of Malcolm X, which he
witnessed, won him an award
tion of veteran newspapermen
from the Silurians, an organiza-
in New York City.
STANLEY scorr
Page 2
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KELPING THE NEEDY —
Members of the Youth Edu-
cation and Better Relations
staff are gathering food to
help needy persons in the
area, and are among the
first on the scene with pro-
visions for the destitute, as
in the case of a family
brought to the attention of
the public last week. The
children go on tours each
Sunday, and are now study-
ing how to make plastic
crafts, such as is demon-
strated by Bryant T. Wil-
liams, Sr., YEBD director
at left. Seen here from left
are Vicki Stamps, Nadine
Patton, Bryant Williams, Jr.,
Kevin Swannigan, Anne
Ezell, Michael Anderson
Carolyn Williams, Telise
Ezell, Danny Swannigan and
Monica Smith. The children
attended a hockey game at
the Memphis Coliseum last
week. Transportation was
furnished by Bill Speros Ply-
mouth and sponsored by
Harlem House Inc. and Vic-
tory Funeral Home. For
more information about the
organization, call 525-2385.
"BEELINE FASHION PRESENTS
SPRING EXTRAVAGANZA"
The Sarah Brown Branch of YWCA will be the setting
of a Spring Extravaganza which will be presented
Sunday, January 29, at 4:00 p.m. by Beeline Fashion.
Proceeds from the show will benefit the Greater Lake-
view Baptist Church Jr. Choir's robes project. Mrs.
Iola Anderson, Manager and Fashion Stylist for Bee-
line Fashion assures thepublic that quite a program is
planned, but can only be successful with the help -of
everyone.
There will be fashions for Morn and Dad, for the Young
and Gay, and the Laddie and Lassie. Fashions will
be given away to the holder of lucky numbers. Also
twenty otheryrizes will be given away. Refreshments
will be served.
A small donation of SO cents will be asked each
person. Tickets will be delivered by calling 948-9687
or 948-4391. Mrs. Anderson will be available for
planning, if anyone desires to have a Beeline Fashion
Show Free, whether in thehomeor at a church. Lett to Right — Miss Catherine Jon•s, Model
Mrs. 1010 Anderson — Mgr.
Nashville Firm To
Build New Lane Dorm
JACKSON, Tenn. — Com-
merce Construction Co. of
Nashville was low bidder at
$700,334 yesterday for construc-
tion of a new men's residence
hall at Lane College.
The bid was $80,334 above a
$700,000 federal urban devehp-
ment department grant for the
dormitory, and school officials
indicated all the bids might be
thrown out.
Mark Stansbury, public re-
lations director, said sch
officials indicated they would
make modifications in the
specifications and re-bid the
job. He said new bids will
have to be offered within 30
days.
Plans called for a five-story
structure to house 200 upper
classmen, juniors and seniors.
It was designed to be fully air
Brothers
Continued From Page 1
pleaded not guilt to the charge
of assault to murder and werei
held to the state. Bond was set
at $1,000.
In two other separate inci-
dents on Saturday, two persons
were stabbed and remained in
, critical condition at John Gas-
ton hospital.
Oliver Goodman, 26, of 564
Lions ct. was stabbed in the
upper right chest and forearm
while sitting in a cafe at 647
Firestone at. Arrested and
charged with assault to murder
was Mrs. Mary H. Williams,
conditioned with study rooms
and elevators.
Bids were originally sched-
uled for last November with
construction to begin immedi-
ately and completion set for the
1967 fall semester.
Mr. Stansbury said a fire
which destroyed Hamlett Hall
last Nov. 11 delayed plans. The
fire left 117 freshmen without
a place to live.
The men have been living in
the old Roe Hotel here. Mr.
Stansbury said the new dormi-
tory relating to the bids ,pened
yesterday is not designed to
replace Hamlett Hall, but is an
additional dormitory.
One Jackson fireman died
in the blaze that destroyed Ham-
lett Hall, and several students
escaped with only the clothes
they were wearing.
There were nine bids sub-
mitted. They ranged from the
low bid to as high as $855,883.
The second lowest bidder was
the T. G. Hall Construction CO.
of Memphis.
Official
Continued From Page 1
students are Memphians and
live at home away from the
school, no inconvenieece was
caused in this area.
The young women who wei-e
routed by the fire, losing their
clothing, books, and other be-
longings, are now temporarily
housed in homes near the col-
46, of 1211 N. Manassas st. lege.
She has been held to the state
on a not guilty plea and her
bond set at $1,000.
Mrs. Dorothy Mae Jones,
38, of 2244 Howell has been
charged with assault to murder
in the stabbing of George Ro-
zell, 36, of 801 Alaska St.
Following an argument in a
cafe at 714 Olympic St., Mrs.
Jones stabbed the victim in the
chest about 4:05 on Saturday
night.
Save Tim•! Save Money!
',\8. CORRECT' with
itrINVITATIONSANNOUNCEMENTS
ACCESSOMES
Iet 11th, 011/0$, wedding
sow y boots, Repko's, rams decors-
Kees, bride's cake kolle, etc. All ameatifyily
Peotonelized, wide choice of stytfm
prieiss. Let .rs help you with ,.ow wedding
details SEE OUR COMPLETE ONE—
Dealers
L. V. Tate 743-9529
John P. Banners 743-0239
Arnett* Montague 525-4991
Dover Crawford, Jr. 946-5915
Plipas• Calf After 440 P.M.
If you can't for the life of you figure
where all the money goes...
oahloot .. •
i=marworp-armi
  • •
Check with us!
Open a First National checking account and
you'll know exactly how your dollars are being
spent. And when. With whom. And for what.
It's all done with check registers (which you
do yourself), and with regular bank statements
(which we supply). Between your registers and
our statements, your money finds it almost im-
possible to vanish undetected. Automatically,
you're an expert money managerl
•
But that's just one reason for having a First
National checking account. Here are some
others: Convenience (You pay bills simply by
walking to the closest mailbox!) ... Safety (Lost
checks are always replaced; lost cash rarely is!)
. . . Protection (Your cancelled check is a legal
receipt, the only one you need!) ... Prestige
(Your name printed on a First National check
says things about you, all of them good!).
Now, wouldn't you like to have all thai going
for you? . . . Then check with us!
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF MEMPHIS
,I141.0131.11 Venn MUM MOW .011111MICCOMMIllil
Mig'nties
ContinutS From Page 1
Below the flight deck re-
sembles a factory where con-
stant maikkenance of the
planes goes on. Each craft
has its own crew which stays
with it all the time except
when it is on a flight opera-
tion.
In charge of this mechani-
cal nursing is a plane cap-
tain who sees to :t that the
plane is in tip-top shape.
fully loaded and ready to go
when the pilot and his crew
step in.
The relationship between
the maintenance crew and
the flight team becomes quite
a petsonal matter. As one
of the pilots said to me,
"When your plane is clean
and in good shape and you
have confidence in your plane
captain, you just fly better."
He singled out for excep-
tional praise, his captain,
Leon Walls, 2355 Zanone it.,
Memphis. Walls' name is
stenciled on the side of the
plane along with that of the
pilot and the bombardier.
Of the 60 planes which the
Enterprise mothers, several
have Negro plane captains.
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Lomax Talks To V.C.
Could Aid Peace Move
LOS ANGELES — (NP!) 
—
Louis Lomax's visit to North
Vietnam could be instrumental
in arranging a peace settleetmn,
in arranging a peace settlement
between the United States and
the Communist country, it was
revealed last week.
Lomax, an author, it was
noted, is among the first Ameri-
can to go t.t. North Viet Nam
with a valid passport. The coun-
try is ordinarily off limits to,
American citizens.
In North Vietnam. Lomax
could turn out to be a valuable
country's Union City Newsand the
Holiday visitors to the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Brown
in Union City, Tenn., were
their son, Rodney Brown, and
his cousins, Gregory and Tony
Lane of Memphis.
Mrs. Janet °Lane of Memphis
spent New Year's Day with
her mother. Mrs, Lucille Mea-
dows, and the Brown family.
His being a Negro, in a Far
East country which is itself
non-white, could also help thaw
North Vietnamese officials and
move them toward consideration
of peace terms.
Lomax was to visit North
Vietnamese President Ho Chi
Minh and Premier Pham Van
Dong, among others.
•
While he was briefed by U.S.
officials before he left, he
stressed that he was not an
"agent of the State Depart-
ment
contact between the
Communist rulers
American officials.
Since Lomax will be in North
Vietnam, not as a State Depart-
ment representative nor a vio-
lator of U. S. passport regula-
tions, he will be in a position
to be an impartial "go-between
between the U. S. and North
Vietnam governments.
'Who's Who' Lists 34
Students Of Ark. AM&N
Thirty-four Arkansas AM&N Eldorado; Elizabeth Ann Smith
College seniors are listed in
"Who's Who Among Students
in American Universities and
Colleges" for 1966-67.
The 33-year-old %publication
publishes a volume listing top
college seniors from all over
the nation. Selection is based on
scholarship, character, citizen-
ship and participation in extra-
curricular activity.
Listed in the book from Ar-
kansas AM&N are 33 Arkansas
students and one student from
Mississippi
They are Diana Albritton,
Reevelyn Jones and Rae Evelyn
Rice, Pine Bluff; Patricia Ann
Cartwright and Titus Taylor,
Holly Grove; Juanita Brooks
and Mercedes Rhodes, England:
Charles Edward Bruce and
Dorothy Rene Nash, Texarkana;
Robert E. Dansby and Eames-
tine Sargent, Magnolia.
And Clinton R. Hampton and
Paulette Plummer, Dermott;
Lewis Bingham, W. Helena;
Rudy V. Brown, Forrest City;
Irma G. Clemons, Hulbert;
Marion A. Doles, N. Litt le
Rock; Bernice Duff, Augusta;
Lucille Henderson, Dumas; Al-
bert Hudson, Wynne; Anaell
Johnson, Emerson; Shery Ann
Keaton, Bearden, and Mary
Lee Proctor, Grady.
Also Patricia Ann Newton,
Tuckerman; Alfred Lee Nicks,
Earle; Thomas Phillips, Croc-
ketts; Charles Etta' Richmond,
Waldo: Earl Vinson, Casscoe;
George F. Walker, Newport;
Christina Wright, Lockesburg,
and Michael E. Simmons, Lor-
man, Miss.
THANKS CUSTOMERS — Car
Bonner, 14-year-old son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. Bonner of 3876
Holeman rd. says he wishes to
thank all of his Tri-State De-
fender customers for their pa-
tronage in 1966, and would like
to have their continued support
in the new year. A ninth grade
student at Capleville High
school, he belongs to the Oak-
ville Baptist church and is a
member of Boy Scout Troop 143.
rNEW BUS ROUTES ARE
GOING YOUR WAY
East Memphis Germantown Whitehaven
Fast, convenient service added
.... 8,000 miles per week ....
New Suburban Route Operation
19-VOLLINTINE LINE EXTENSION...
Inncvating crosstown service in East Memphis,
connecting RCA - Parkway Village- Eastgate -
Laurelwood - St.:Timer C4iiter - Jackson - Chel-
sea and Downtown
38-GERMANTOWN EXPRESS...
Furnishing deluxe, commuter service from
Germantown - Balmoral via Quince - White
Station - Mt. Moriah - Interstate 240 to Down-
town
42-AIRPORT -0AKHAVEN EXPRESS...
Time-saving service via Winchester - Brooks -
Expressway - Crump Blvd. to downtown (Air-
port Terminal to Downtown in 34 minutes)
48-WHrEERAVEN EXPRESS...
Operating from extreme southeast Whitehaven
(Pomona and Jordan, almost at state line),
through Whitehaven, and express to downtown
Call 523-2521
far schedules
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
MEMPHIANS AND CON-
CHESSMAN — Former Con-
gressman George W. Grider
saw nine Memphis men
serving with the 12th Com-
b..t. Support Group Base
Headquarters in Viet Nam
when he made a year-end
visit there late last month,
and he is seen here, pipe in
mouth, with the airmen.
Kneeling in center is Air-
DEFENDER
man Julius C. Jackson,
whose sister, Mrs. Ruben
Ware, lives at 895 Florida
St., Apt. 2. On second ro%,
at left, are Airman Second
Class Robert E. Adair,
whose parents live at 289
289 Flynn rd., and Staff Sgt.
Melvin Johnson, whose wife,
Evelyn, lives at 832 loka
ave. On back row, at left,
is Airman First Class Zola
Burse, son of Mrs. Mary
Polk of 1748 Glenview.
Student Council Prexy Finds Post Note Easy
Being president of the stu- 1
dent council of any college or
university is no easy job. And,.
one of the first to agree is
Dennis T. Hayes who holds'
this position at LeMoyne.
Mr. Hayes, the 21-year-old
son of Mrs. Dorothy Parham of,
532 Buntyn Street, is a ser'or
and mathematics major. He
hopes to go into public school
teaching upon completing his
undergraduate s t udies next
summer.
Mr. Hayes, who had worked
closely with the student coun-
cil at LeMoyne, was elected
president last spring in what
many considered an upset vic-
tory. The quiet and mild-man-
nered young man has a knack
for getting things done and
this quality played a major role
in winning students to his side
during the campaign.
"Being the student council
president is a heavy load but
an enjoyable one," he said.
"More so because you have the
opportunity to prove that you
can do the job."
"What I am trying to do,"
Mr. Hayes added, "is to make '
the students aware of the aims'
of l the college and inform thel
administration and faculty of l
the stud ents' constructive
DENNIS HAYES
ideas." sponsors the Miss LeMynoe con-
The student council at Le-test. the annual coronation ball,
Moyne serves as a liaison be-homecoming dance and spring
tween the student body and formal, picnic and intramural
faculty-administration. It also games.
Israel, Jordan
In Another
Border Clash
JERUSALEM.
border.
The newest border incident
was reported by Amman Radio
which said a company of Israeli
infantry -opened fire with light
arms against Jordanian shep-
herds south of the Jordanian
village of Ramsiss." It said a
Jordanian armed patrol rushed
Israel (UPI)' n and exchanged fire
with the Israelis.
— Jordan reported a new
border clash with Israeli troops.
It added to Israeli-Arab tension
following a long series of bor-
der incidents Israel has blamed
on Syria.
Israeli Premier Levi Eshkol
was going before Parliament
to make a major address on
the Mideast crisis. Informed
sources said he would warn
Syria of "grave consequences"
if it continues harassment
along the 48 mile Israeli-Syrian
twice
No casualties were reported.
Eshkol also was expected to
appeal to major world powers
and the United Nations to take
action to keep the explosive
situation along the 48-mile
border from mushrooming into
all-out war.
Frontier tension between
Israel and Syria has reached
the critical stage because of
almost-daily shooting incident:-
since the new year began.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
1966
WE INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS
1967
MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE. 2577 POPLAR AVE.
526-8207 327-8451
cozWW941...
Standard of the World
IN MOTORING PLEASURE
AND OWNER LOYALTY
COUPE de VILLE
HARDTOP SUDAN cle VlitT
MADISON CADILLAC
OVER SO CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
MEDAL PRESENTATION
— 
Airman First Clss Charl-
es E. Cx, right, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Cox of 2719 Supreme ave.,
Memphis, r e ceives the
‘1. S. Air Force Cornmen-
Paw
dation Medal at Mather
AFB, Calif., from Col. Wal-
of the 3535th Air Base
Group.. He was cited for
his service in Southeast
Asia.
ter J. Wilson, commander
KRESS
WIN A FREE
VACATION FOR TWO
In Gay Historic NEW ORLEANS
FLY DELTA AIRLINES
STAY AT THE ROYAL ORLEANS HOTEL
Get Your FREE Entry Coupon, No Purchase Necessory
Serve Special Guests With Pride!
Victorian Swirl
Earthen
Dinnerware
32 piece service for 6
99
It's the choice of smart hostesses. Dramatic swirl
design with country stone glaze goes perfectly
with any decor. All 1st quality.
32 piece service for 6 includes:
6 cups • 6 saucers
6-10" Oinner plates
6-6Y." salad plates
6 dessert dishes
I platter
1 vegetable dish
CUPS15C
SAUCERS 1 OC
EACH
10, DINNER PLATES iii 9 c
Buy a whole set or just what you need to fill out your
service. Slight imperfections won't affect wear or the
' beauty of this favored design.
•
-ft
Serve With Pride!
Chrome Plated
Flatware
4
0
10 C Each
Serrated knife, fork, soup
spoon, teaspoon smartly
styled and gleaming beauti-
fully. Shop and compare this
quality flatware at this price
... you II see it can't be beat.
For Beauty and Practicality! Makes Chores Easier!
,--- -,.
It - •:-
1/41 ,,. 
.X?
1 . • 's% • 
-*
.,
. 
•
•:: s ,
,
..
.
.,... 
• i••••'
1;A'-.... ol sii;.•
•
4
I Extra Heavy-Duty Vinyl
Foam
-Backed All-Purpose
Table Cloth Cellulose99c Sponges12 sponges
plus , 
44,..,
Practical for every day and soap dish
nice enough for company, too.
This completely carefree
is big
For kitchen. bath. playroom -hat,. a 
..ponce handy whir.a 52" x 70".
It's cloth-look vinyl that wipes
clean in a jiffy. Foam hocked
for non-skid table protection.
Decorator &train and geomet•
ric designs.
ever vial need if. Package in-
eludes 12 absorbent sponges,each 3. a 5. and 1. thick. plus
handy soap dab.
.
I KR. SS
Mon. & Thurs. 9:30 tit 9:00
Tues., Wed.. Sat.E
9.30 hl 5:30
VARIETY FAIR 9 NO. MAIN. go
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RECENT VISITOR — Elder
Harold Singleton, associate
secretary of the Regional
Department of the General
Conference of Seventh DaY
Adventists, Takoma Park,
Washington. D. C., was a
recent visitor to Memphis
and delivered a sermon at
Rev. Kelly
To Attend
NASHVILLE — Rev Kelly
Miller Smith, pastor of historic
First Baptist church on Capitol
Hill in Nashville. has been
granted a leave by his church
to study at Harvard for the
,United Singing Union
To Honor Directors
the Mississippi Blvd., Sev-
enth Day Adventist church.
Elder Singleton servied as
interim pastor of the church
in 1946 and conducted evan-
gelistic services in the city.
Here he is seen about to
made return flight to Wash-
ington D.C.
M. Smith
Harvard
recently to the Overseas Com-
mittee and the Missionary Re-
cruitment of the American Bap-
tist Foreign Mission Society.
The announcement came from
the Valley Forge, Pa., head-1
spring term. quarters.
As of Feb. 1. Rev. Smith will Rev. Smith has been conven-
become a Merrell Fellow in the tion speaker for the American
Harvard University Divinity Baptist with which First Baptist,
school is affialiated.
In addition to his fellowhip
stipulations, he will be taking
courses in the "yard." The
youthful founder of the Nash-
ville C h r istian Leadership
Council and nationally known
leader in the civil rights move-
ment, Rev. Smith was named
First Baptist, Capitol Hill is
remembered the world over as
the training ground and retreat
center for the mammoth student
demonstrations which broke the
back of segregation in Nash-
ville and helped to turn the
.tide in the national movement.
White Collar Strikes
Break Out Across U.S.
The white collar strike, a
rarity in days past, was a factl
of life for hundreds of thousands'
of school pupils and welfare.
recipients across the nation.
Thee 3,000-member Cleveland
Teachers Union Monday night
voted to go on strike at mid-
night Wednesday.
Schools in Woodbridge, N.J.,
were closed with 45 teachers
on strike. More than 22,000 stu-
dents were affected.
For the second time in two
years, 7,500 social workers in
New York City were in strike,
affecting 600,000 welfare re-
cipients.
There was no school for more
than 217,000 Catholic children
in Montreal, where 9,000 teach-
ers struck for more pay.
About 13.000 telegraphers on
the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-
road, the nation's oldest, went
on strike Monday, curtailing
operations in 13 Eastern states.
SUPREME
MORTGAGI AND REALTY CO., INC
SUPREME
REAL ESTAtE SALES
INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE LOANS
OFFICE
588
VANCE
AVE.
Property Management
SALES Coorteous and Efficient Sales Sitff
INSURANCE - All forms of Casualty MINIM
113A1S - Real Estate Loans
PROPERTY MANAGEMEK - ExperienceAl Staff
APPRAISALS—Reasonable Rates
526-0503
588 VANCE AVE.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38126
A. W.Wiffis, President IA. Wesay,Seastim-Trindine
Remarks will be made by
The directors to be honored W. Rodgers, Mrs. Rinkie Hunt,
are Miss Erma Brown, Willietand N. Breckenridge, chairman
Becton and H. Bell. Rev. W. of the ,services. Musical selec-
Herbert Brewster is pastor etions will also be rendered ' y
the church at North Second St. the male chorus of Mt. Pleas-
and Looney. ant Baptist church, of which
Rev. T. M. Henderson is pas-The master of ceremonies for tor, the Melodrettes, the Brew-the program will be Theo
steraires and the Majestic
Soft Singers.
The kings and queen to be
honored are little Miss Angelena
Bell, W. Becton, Jr.. and Greg-
ory Brown.
Members of the Finance
Committee are Mrs. B. Pearson,
G. Diffirce, W. Harris, A. Kelly,
W. Redges and M. Rhyme.-The
December Committee includes
Mrs. Eula Nelson, and T. J. Wil-I
St. Church choir, Rev. M. Sex- us.
"Bless My Bones" Wade of
Radio Station WDIA.
A welcome will be extended
by Mrs. Lean Wilkerson, and
the response made by Franklin
Arm ald.
Selections will be given by
the No. 2 Choir of Mt. Pleas-
ant, the Morning Chapel Bap-
tist Choir, pastored by Rev.
J. W. Warford, and the Seventh
Tactic Backfires, As Wind
Blows Gas Back At Them
SAIGON —(UPI) — Ameri-
can planes flying through heavy
antiaircraft fire bombed a rail-
road yard 40 miles northwest of
Hanoi. The North Vietnamese
said their gunners shot down
four U. S. jets for a two-day
total of six.
In the South, Viet Cong guer-
rillas used tear gas against
American troops for the second
time of the war, but the
maneuver backfired when the
shifting wind blew the gas back
at the guerrillas and sent them
fleeeing ahead of it.
The air war increased in
momentum in both North Viet-
nam and in the South where a
captured Communist officer
said B52 raids in the Iron Tri-
angle 30 miles north of Saigon
put an entire regiment of 1,200
men out of action, killing 200 of
them.
The latest raids against the
north were the second in two
days. On Monday waves of
U S. jets returned to the
Hanoi area. setting off huge
fires at petroleum dumps at
Ha Gia, 141/2 miles from Hanoi.
Those raids cost two U. S.
photo reconnaissance jets shot
down.
B523 returned to action. Act-
ing on intelligence reports pin-
pointing a Communist troop
concentratiun in the demilita-
rized zone 13 miles northwest
rifles followed up the B52 raids
with an attack against a Viet
Cong -secret zone" in search
of a hard core battalion that
hit the Leatherneck positions
earlier this week, inflicting
"moderate" losses on the Ameri-
cans. No immediate contact was
reported.
In the attack on the Marine
post Sunday nicht the Commu-
nists lost 61 dead by actual
body count and an estimated
60 more .carried away as the
Reds moved off in their caves
and tunnels, a sanctuary they
have used since their war with
the French.
Worker Is Cited
For 20 Years Of
Service To Navy
Mrs. 011ie Malone of Route 4,
Millington, was cited by the
Naval Air Station at Millington
recently for 20 years of "dedi-
cated and dependable" service
to the Navy Command.
In a letter to Mrs. Malone,
who lives in the Woodstock com-
munity, Capt. J. A. Holmes,
commanding officer of the air
station wrote: "It is with great
pleasure that I express my per-
sonal appreciation for yoar
long and faithful service with
the Navy Resale System. The
contributions which you have
made has gone far toward im-
proving the morale of the Navy.
of Dan Ha, the bombers lashed It is indeed gratifying to have
the area in two separate at-
tacks. They struck just ahead
of a U. S. Marine unit.
The vengeance-seeking Ma-
employees with the sort at de-
pendability displayed by you as
it inspires confidence and con-
tributes materially to the over-
all mission of the command."
fp•11111111••••••••••1111111111••111111••••111111••••1
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CAR WASH $J25
Members of the United Sing- ton pastor.
ing Union will give their third The topic "What Our Di-
annual Appreciation Night serv- rectresses and Directors Have
ices for the directors at the Meant to Our Union Choir," will
Pilgrim Baptist church on Sun- be discussed by Mrs. Mary Da-
day night, Jan. 22, at 7:30, and via.
the public is invited.
X
EttectIve November 29. 1965 •
8 A.M.-6 P.M. •
Monday •
•
thru •
Friday
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
3100 Summer at Baltic
tlinewememoisie•s••••••••••••••••lP
St nr Sue. $125
Sal Open 8 A M to 6 P.M.
Sun Open It A.M. to 2 P
'STOP I GO' SERVICE
PLAN FOR 110W1110WERS!
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vance AY.. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tonwissse
"YOUR Company Makes What Yee Ask for And
Creates Whet Yea TM* Or
Air Force Base Kids
Win Mixed School Bid
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — for denying these children
A federal court ruled that Boa- their rights.
ider Parish school officials may Bossier Parish must accept
not exclude "federal children
from formerly all-white public
schools.
The U.S. 5th Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed a District
Court order disposing of Bos-
these children, both courts
ruled, because the parish ac-
cepted federal impacted area
funds. These funds go to schools
with large enrollments due to
sier's argument that Negro chil- the presence of a federal faci-
dren of Barksdale Air Force lity.
Base personel are not residents Even if the school board had
of the parish and the school nc legal obligation to provide
board has no obligation toward public education for children of
them, military personnel, said the
The Circuit Court said the courts, it would have obligated
School Board's argument that itself s i m pi y by enrolling
the children do not live within children of Negro military fam-
ilies in Negro schools.the jurisdiction of the parish
because they live on a military
base was a "bizarre excuse"
Magnificent Ones
Elect Officers
The Magnificent Ones Social
club elected officers for 1967
when it met on Dec. 25 at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Wil-
liams.
The newly-elected officers
are Mrs. Joyce Hoods, presi-
dent; Mrs. Frances Miller, vice
president and treasurer; Mrs.
Bobbie McGee, business mana-
ger: Mrs. Claytine Coleman,
sergeant-at-arms; and Mrs.
Jean Rice, reporter.
Three new members accpeted
into the club were Mrs. Shirley
Caples, Mrs. Ruby Johnson and
Miss Marva Brown.
"Once the plaintiffs had been
VISITOR IN VIET NAM —
Amng the Memphians for-
mer congressman George
W. Gilder saw during his
recent visit to Viet Nam was
First Class Zola Burse, seen
here posing with the visitor.
A graduate of Melrose High
school, Airman Burse is the
son of Mrs. Mary Polk
1748 Glenview st.
admittd to a school system,
the courts said. 
they had a constitutional right New'Subscription Order,to a desegregated education," I
1
TO
NI P•4116
ORGANS•PIANOS
SeleseSer,ceeRentele
Phone
682-4637
482 S. Perkins
Ext.
a
Kindly send me the Tri-State
a
Defender to address below a
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Street Address
Lily
 
Zone No 
Siete
a
a
a
WINNERS
You're A
Winner...
Everyday...
When you shop
your favorite
BIG STAR
$100 $500
WINNER WINNER
Mr. Arthur Mitchell Mrs. Christine Knox
599 Lester 4991 Wilburn
Z.°
Shop Where
the Prices are
Right, and the
Clerks Polite
...Your Favorite
BIG STAR
.p LAY "Itot'lhGeo W 1N$151;0
$100
WINNER
Mr. Bridget Pyles
787 David St.
You're always a
Winner When you
save QUALM STAMPS
...The favorite!
$500
WINNER
Mr. Luther Watkins
2314 Brooklyn
Play "Let's
Go To The Races"
Saturday Night
7 P.M. - WMCT-TY
••••
S.
NEW ORLEANS — NP!,
What is considered the biggest
legal action by the government
for collection of taxes against
Negroes was started last week
when federal tax liens of over
$700,000 were filed against three
Negroes charged with poses-
sion of over $1,000,000 worth of
narcotics and not paying
income tax on this amount.
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SCHOLASTIC ' VOICES —
Student members of the
Scholastic Voices will make
their debut as a singing
group on next Sunday at
the Mt. Pisgah Baptist
church. Seated from left
are Annie Chandler, ('ole-
Scholastic Voices To
man White, Cecile Powell
and Arnett .G Montague,
advisor. Standing from left
left are Frank Johnson.
DEFENDER
Pamela Starks, Shirley Ed.
wards, Gloria Williams and
James Jones. (Photo by
Frapk Phillips)
ESSO BUSINESS LUNCH •
Community leaders and of-
ficials of the Humble Oil
and Refining company's
14mphis office met recently
at the Chisca Plaza hotel
Advance Study Institute
Make Debut On Sunday Scheduled At Va. State
The Scholastic Voices, a
youtii singing group, will make
It s debut on Sunday. Jan. 22,
at 4:30 p.m. at the Me Pisgah
Baptist church at 3636 Weaver
rd.
Organized by its advisor,
A. G. Montague, the group will
four-week NDEA institute for
advance study in educational
media will be offered at Va.
State College this summer, Dr.
Harry A. Johnson, director of
the VSC Audio Visual Center,
has announced, border state and must be de- will be granted to participants,
present a musical Program er, Patricia Branch, Joycelyn Purpose of the educational voting a portion of their time to and stipend holders may re-
featuring Scholar Cantorium of Watkins and Faye Freeman, media specialists institute is to - - ---
Geeter High school and the altos, offer intensive training for the
famous Pattersonaires of Mem- And the tenors Janes Jones, upgrading of communications
Phis. Marcellus Perkins and Herbert media personnel in small col- •
All proceeds • from the pro- Henderson; and basses Michael leges in southern and border SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
and states of the United States.
The Danners, Mr. and Mrs. afternoon in a fall. She went to industry with demands for agram 
will be donated to the
Getter High Schooi band to pur-
chase band uniforms.
David Newborn is the di-
rector of the Geeter band, Wil-
ford Glenn choir director, and PETERSBURG, VA. — A lated activities.
T. J. Toney principal of the
school.
The ScholastiC Voices in-
cluded Misses Glotia Williams,
Shirley Edwards, Anita Louis
and Pamela Starks, sopranos;
Cecile Pwell, Debrah Pratch-
Tompkins, Coleman White
Frank Johnson.
Miss Annie Chandler
coin panist for the group.
is
to discuss business opportu-
nities offered at Esse Serv-
ice Stations throughout the
area. The leaders were told
of career opportunities rang-
ing from station manage-
men io ownership. Some
40 persons were present.
Pictured from left are Geor-
ge Holt, Humble Oil; Jesse
Neely, On-The-Job Training
Tom Potts, Humble Oil;
Page -;
Bryant T. Williams, adver-
tising manager of the Tri-
State D e fender; Nelson
Ladd, Humble Oil, and Law-
rence Wade, Small Business
Administration
WORLD EVENTS ROUNDUP
Jayne Mansfield In $1.6 Million
ac-
U.S. Slaps $700,000
Lien Against Three
No charges of income taxl
e\ asion have been filed as the!
taxes are not due until April'
15.
The wvernment agent said
this large amount represented
what the trio owned on their
1966 earnings on drugs.
The trio and the amount of
the liens were as follows:
Auto Liabilty
FOR EVERY DRIVER
Small Down Payment 8 Months To Pay
FOR HELP WITH
• Filling of Forms • Drivers Over 65
• SR-22 Fillings • Drivers Under 25
• Notary Public • Canceled - Rejected
SERVICE CALLS TO YOUR HOME
0.4 ADKINS INS. AGENCY
988 MISS. BLVD. - PH. 948-7775
;Aim AteserolereseilIMI ElsWs Rest Inmentsr
Telephone service
has been taken
Thr granted
for over 90 years.
And that's
the way It shnuld be.
Jest aboat the incest thingsrecao
say about teiepimee service is
that pa don't give It a second
thought...Every effort has been
made to make service consistently
good. And reliable. You see,
telephone servioe should be taken
for granted.
What else that costs co little
gives you so much yaws?
The institute will direct its
efforts toward increasing the
knowledge and skills of partici-
pants in the organization, ad-
ministration, and supervision of
educational media services.
Graduate credit of up to four
semester hours may be earned
by Institute participants.
The institute program, con-
sisting of 32 hours per ekek, will
run from June 12 to July 5.
Course areas will provide an
introduction to audio-visual
materials of instruction and
modern techniques in education-
al media; analyze organization,
supervision and administration
of instructional material cen-
ters, provide a laboratory to
•ztudy selection, production and
utilization of instructional tele-
vision and tele-lecture; and pro-
vide field observations, small
group-staff conferences, and re-
Applicantsfor the institut&
must be regularly employed
teachers, currently engaged on
the instructional staff of a col-
lege located in a southern or
Trenton News
Mr. and Mrs. P. A. Danner,
, Michael Manaire, Mr. and Mrs.
Earnest Eugene Danner, Bet
and Bet Green, and Joe Ann
and Bettie Joe Gentry were
dinner guests in the Danner
home.
Mrs. Roy Moore gave a sur-
prise birthday party in her
lhome for her sister, Mrs. Annie
iBell Buford. It was a pleasant
surprise for 'Mrs. Buford.
The American Legion Post
No. 200 met in the new post
home on northwest Brownsville
st. last Tuesday night. All eligi-
ble women and girls are invited
selection, utilization, and dis- Suit Against Jungleland Compound
tribution of educational media.
Completion of the bachlor's
degree and two years teaching
experience are required.
Thrty-five stipends of $300,000
a slight leg injury on Sunday
Robert Danners of Dyersburg, iBrownsville with her daughter,
Tenn., James Danner of Min- Mrs. Mary E. Branick.
neapolis, Minn., Rev, Davis Basil Sinclair spent several
Danner of Elkhart, Ind., visited days with relatives in Jackson,
with their brothers and wives Tenn.
and family in Trenton, Tenn. Miss Florence Mitchell has
been confined to her home on
account of illness.
Mrs. Willie Mull has returned
from Chicago where she visited
her children and grandchildren.
Mrs. Neal Pierce is recover-
ing from a slight spell of sick-
ness.
Arthaniel Warren has been
dismissed from the Kennedy VA
hospital in Memphis after
spending several weeks there.
Rev. C. L. Wade is at home
after being in the Gibson Gen-
eral hospital and is improving
nicely. Mrs. Essie M. Jenning
to join the auxiliary, spent several days in the home
OTHER EVENTS of her daughter, Mrs. Rosco
Mrs. Bessie. Garrett suffered Burton.
INEZ KAISER
Hints for
Homemakers
Starting the New Year with an affirmative atti-
tude toward meal planning has to mean better
"breakfast" days ahead. This will be good news
for your family, especially if you plan to in--
elude plenty of MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S, the
syrup with the rich, mapley taste.
So last year maybe you weren't voted the
workrs greatest cook. At least now you Can be
assured of a rise in popularity with your fam-
ily the first time they notice the "change" in
the breakfast menu.
The first morning, try making special pan-
cakes served with lots of special syrup .
MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S. Next., experiment
with serving it on French toast, waffles and hot
cereals. The acceptance will be so overwhelm-
ing that your confidence will gain swiftly in
momentum. Soon you will be using MRS. BUT-
TERWORTH'S in all of
your favorite recipes that
call for syrup.
Enough of this chatter...
you had better get started for
the store. Get MRS. BUT-
TERWORTH'S in the new
16-oz. reusable pitcher. It
costs a little more, but it
makes a very bandy perma-
nent dispenser for continued
family use.
Remember, a good start al-
ways leads to a good ending
especially if you start with
MRS. BUTTERWORTH'S,
the bent-tasting syrup weer.
Aovioa
„all
• • •
Tour New Teer'n resola-
time were not eomplete if
they ifid not include a prom-
We from you to make 1967
an easier year for yourself.
As homemakers, we always
strive to take advantage of
products on the market de-
signed to make our Maks a
little easier.
One significant stride
toward this end has been
made by LEVER BROTHERS with new
ADVANCFD "air. .. the non-mule active de-
*argent that eats through greasy dirt and oil in
a way no other leading detergent has done be-
fore_ Tins surely is welcome news for every
homemaker faced with the problem of !stubborn
grease stains. Another excellent festers of the
product is its fresh-air fragrance.
Now washdays need not be dreaded. Just rise
the new power-cleaning detergent . . . new
ADVANCED "all". It comes conveniently pack-
aged in sizes ranging from the 24-or.. reviler
size, to the ecumenical 40-lb. drum.
Resolve that you will be good to yourself —
m,.! new ADVANCED "all" ... the detergent
that ooteleann the lending Moe detecrutous.
gggg thgt MOW gignigiglkillagellt
161110.41111.10116.
Now that the
holiday season
IS Wet, things
are jzaet begin-
ning to settle down at our haw. Weill, at haat
I thought they were.
My neighbor called me on the phone to ask if
I could recommend a good dentist for her ten-
year-old daughter. It seems that an "overdose*
of sweets had taken its toll on Cindy's teeth. I
was very happy to give her the name of our
dentist as well as a little neighborly advice and
tell her about LEVER BROTHERS new tooth-
paste.
51wwas reminded that kids enjoy brushing
their teeth with it and love the refreshing mint
flavor of now SUPER STRIPE. It is mime-
passed in its effectiveness in reducingcookie".
The fluoride in this toothpaste acts as an
anti-cavity agent to protect children's teeth. In
closing our little chat, I encouraged her to be
sure to see the dentist and make it a point to
purchase a tube of new SUPER STRIPE, with
the familiar red on white stripes.
During the holiday season or any other sea-
son you will not be plagued with cavity prob-
lems if you get new SUPER STRIPE for your
children and encourage them to brush rem.
Ci nidy're mother Ad, and mow sheinees it, too.
inrayrirpoi
Are you prepared for the cold days ahead? Old
Man Winter always brings with him blustery
winds and biting cold ...conditions which usu-
ally create many problems. The one problem
encountered most by ladies is rough, chapped
skin.
A very excellent combatant for your com-
plexion problems is LUX Beauty Bar. It does
not require a know/edge of math ... all pea
must be able to do is count to ten. You tea,
LUX Beauty Bar contains a softening lotion
that leaves your skin soft. Counting to ten
gives the lotion time to reach in and soften."
New lotion LUX also makes an attractive
addition to any bathroom. Uniquely fluted bars
come in snow-white or delightful pastels of
pink, blue, yellow or green.
LEVER BROTHERS has achieved 'another
breakthrough in helping us women to protect
our complexions from the winter weather, so
tuba advantage of it and go to your neuron
grocer's and pick up severed
three
 convenient handy peeks of
  new lotion LUX . . . 
bars regular size or tow
bars bath size
Get ready for the winter
days ahead. Remember, if
yon can count to ten, you
can have softer skin. Get
LUX today. pea eaa
soma.= it.
By United Press International
HOLLYWOOD — Actress
Jayne Mansfield has filed a
$1.6 million suit against the
Jungleland Animal Compound
for injuries suffered last No-
vember by her son Zoltan, 6,
who was mauled by a lion.
WASHINGTON — Jimmy
Hoffa presented the trucking
new three-year contract calling
for wage increases of more than
7 per cent for his half million
Teamster Union members.
JAKARTA—Indonesian
Foreign Minister Adam Malik
urged President Suka ate to
"step aside" and give Indo-
nesia a new leader until the
1968 general elections. He said
Sukarno would face "extremely
grave issues" if he didn't re-
sign.
WASHINGTON — Liberal
House Democrats, after a los-
ing streak, eon their first vie- WASHINGTON — Robert G.
tory of the 90th Congres, by (Bobby) Baker lost two vital
electing Rep. Jacob K. Gilbert' mid-trial moves to have crim-
e( New York to a key spot onlinal charges against him thrown
the Ways and Means Commit-lout or at least the testimony oil
tee. a star government witness sup.
pressed.
VATICAN CITY — Pope Paull • * •
VI received British Prime SAIGON — South Vietnam
Minister Harold Wilson in a tentatively rejected a Vat Cong
private audience and praised proposal for a seven-day .cease•
British efforts for peace inure during the Asian New Year
Vietnam. 'Tet) beginning Feb. 8.
Missionary Group Five Grinnell
Will Meet At
Galilee AME Students To
The Missionary Institute of
South Memphis District will
meet on Monday, Jan. 23, at
the Galilee AME church at 10.
The speaker will be Mrs. F. R.
LaMarr of St. Andrew AME
church.
Mrs. LaMarr will speak on
the subject, "Make Me to Heed
My Brother in Need."
Study Here
LeMoyne College of Memphis
and Grinnell College at Grinnell,
Iowa will continue their student
exchange program the second
semester of this school year.
There was no exchange of stu-
dents during the first semester.
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Unresolved Issues
There was genuine pathos in for- aries and the self-determination of peo-
mer President Truman's words at In- pies would offer lasting peace, the be-
dependence recently. The mar. who had
inherited the greatest victory
ever won by American arms, and who
shaped events during the ensuing disil-
lusionment, could with justice speak of
the baffling reversals of friendships and
enmities on the world scene; of short
memories and the persistent appetites
for power and glory. And one who had
shouldered the responsibility for Hiro-
shima and for Korea might werl, regard-
ing a successsor plagued by Vietnam,
say: "It all seems to have been in vain."
But it wasn't.
It is man's fate or man's folly to be
continually confronted by the necessity
to accept second best or to choose the
lesser evil. He fights and dies in un-
necessary wars — unnecessary in the
sense that rationality on both sides
would have found better solutions —
and he or his heirs then struggle with
a peace whose gains seem sadly out of
proportion to the sacrifices made to win
it, and constantly jeopardized by those
short memories and large appetites to
which the former President referred.
In the tangle of loyalties and vani-
ties, self-seeking and self-sacrifice, zeal
and apathy, through which the human
spirit struggles, faith falters and de-
spair is easy.
Those who seek to crush the older
order and mould it more closely to their
heart's desire, repeatedly find they have
been gulled. The monarchs and states-
men who put their trust in a Holy Al-
liance, the nationalists who thought
that the proper delimitation of bound-
lievers in democracy and Communism,
the adherents of the League of Nations
and of the United Nations — all have
found Ilat their doctrines and insti-
tutions &ntained wide gaps through
which war could enter.
Must humanity, then, follow the
advice of Job's wife — curse God and
die? Or relapse into the art of the ab-
surd, and, like Falstaff on his death-bed,
babble of green fields? Or seek vainly
again` for more magic keys to the good
life, slick political formulae or simpli-
cist moral adages?
The new year probably won't yield
adequate solutions to those problems
which have baffled mankind since the
dawn of history. Science, especially tech-
nological science, is moving at an in-
credible pace. It is making iscoveriet
and conquests in areas which only a dec-
ade ago were thought to be impene-
trable and unconquerable. Only yester-
day men had reached the conclusion
that the moon was inaccessible. Today
lunar expeditions are being planned
with frightening certainty.
To be sure, many scientific prob-
lems that have taxed the minds of ded-
icated men will be solved if not this
year, certainly in this decade. But those
great moral issues with which the world
is confronted seem to hold no soothing
prospect of either immediate or remote
solution. Their irresolution will continue
to plague humanity with the curses
symbolized by the Four Horsemen of
t h e Apocalypse: W a r, Pestilence,
Famine and Death.
Poverty And Politics
Any attempt to slacken the pace of
the War on Poverty is bound to have a
profound effect on the politics of 'the
cities where that war is most success-
ful. The battle is already loudly joined
in voteless Washington, where the
new social programs got off to an early
start. The same battle is now beginning
in Chicago and in other large cities like
Detroit and Los Angeles.
The fear of an impending emascula-
tion of the poverty program is mount-
ing rapidly among its remaining partici-
pants. Sizeable retrenchments are al-
ready in effect. Prior indication of the
mood of the new Congress would seem
to place the very structure of the War
on Poverty in the twilight zone.
The hearings that were held a year
or so ago by the much maligned Con-
gressman Powell were primarily con-
The United Neegro Cal-
leg, Prod received PM*
at the Eighth Annual charity$ag of Co-Ettes, Inc. so
DoOttamber 20, in Bruce Hall
of LaSasyro College, making
bidii 00.550 the gkia have
cerned with the "participation of the
indigenous poor." From this concept
the Administration got its cue and be-
gan financing the organization of com-
munity action in cities throughout the
country, and community action is poli-
tical action.
The War on Poverty cannot be
successful without recreating the more
uaefnl featufes of the old political ma-
chines. The field-men must duplicate
the labor of the old ward heelers who
knew by name everybody in the block
and saw to it that their immediate
needs and complaints were hastened
through the proper channels.
Unless that is done the neighbor-
hood-level political leadership of the
slums, bitter and impatient, will produce
explosions far more destructive than
the tragic events in Watts and West-
side Chicago.
raised for the UNCIP during
the past eight years. Left
to right are Carol Ann
Earls, chairman of the Junior
Board of Directors; Dr. Hol-
lis F. Prire, president of Le-
Moyne College; Sandra Hob-
(
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check to Miss Barry Mae
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Erma Lee Laws, sponsor of
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11-IE NEIGHBORS ARE SO NICE
Cotton-Makers Vote To
Integrate Vubilecti
Plans for an integrated Jubi-
lect were discussed by members
of the Executive Committee of
the Memphis Cotton-Makers
Jubilee organization Friday
night, Jan. 6, in the office of
Dr. R. Q. Venson. founder and
director of the 31-year old pro-
ject.
This will mark the first time
that invitations will be sent to
all the high schools of Memphis.
Negro and white, offering them
an opportunity to present top
student talent in the famed
Jubilect. The Jubilect is the
show case opening project of
the annual Jubilee.
High school talent is featured.
Students proficient in vocal and
instrumental music, dancing,
speech, and other aspects of en-
tertainment participate. They
compete for three top prizes:I
the title of "Mr. and Miss Jubi-
lect," schlarships to colleges
of their choice, and an exten-
sive wardrobe.
This year's Jubilect is sched-
Wed for Friday night, February
Prison Torture
Shocks New
Arkansas Chief
LITTLE ROCK, ARK. (UPI)--
G o v. Winthrop Rockefeller
charged in his inaugural speech
that Arkansas prisons were the
nation's worst. He admitted he
was "deeply shocked" at a
new report telling of torture,
extortion and sale of paroles
at a state prison.
The 67-page report, compiled
by state police, was made pub-
lic Monday. It told of conditions
at Tucker Prison Farm, south-
east of Little Rock.
"I hope this is going to shock
the people and the legislature
into taking action of which we
can be proud," Rockefeller
said.
Rockefeller said he expected
some sort of legal action in the
case of the former superinten-
dent of the Tucker Prison Farm
but did not elaborate.
0. E. Bishop, superintendent
of prisons, was not available
for comment.
Blair T. Hunt, faithful sup-
porter of the INCE pastor
of Mississippi Blvd. Christ-
ian Church and member of
Shelby County Bond of
Education
24th, in the Music Hall f
Ellis Auditorium, The 1967 Jubi-
lect will be built around this
year's Jubilee theme, "We
Sing America With A Big 'A'."
The selection of "Mr. and
Miss Jubilect" will be based on
the largest number of tickets
sold in a given school. Schools
are required to enter the "Mr.
and Miss Jubilect" Contest in
order to present talent on the
Jubilect-program. The school
whose candidates sell the high-
est number of tickets to the
Jubilect over $200 will namel
the title winners.
At one time the Jubilect fea-
tured talent from the high
schools and colleges of the en-
tire Mid-South. It was later de-
cided to restrictt he competition
to the regional high schools.
The Jubilee, of which the
Jubilect is, a part, will get un-
derway at the samet ime as the
Memphis Cotton Carnival. The
Jubilee dates are May 7-13 in-
clusive.
MEMBERSHIP PAYMENT
— Members of the Soutbside
Men's club made a payment
on a NAACP Life member-
CIVIC CLUB INSTALLA-
TION — Officers of the Con-
solidated Civic club were
installed at the Victory Fu-
neral Home auditorium on
Monday night, Jan. 9, and
there to officiate was Rev.
COMMISSIONER ON-
scene 8 fire and Police Com-
missioner Claude Armour,
right, is seen in Owen col-
ship recently, and seen ac-
Lorene Osborne of the Mem-
phis branch of he NAACP.
Seaed from lei are WU-
Group. Seeks To Retain
Beale St. Landmarks
A representative cross-sec-
tion of businessmen, property
owners, and residents of the
Beale Street area met last Sat-
urday morning at 140 South
Fourth at the behest of City
Commissioner Hunter Lane.
Purpose of the meeting as ex-
plained by Mr. Lane was to
hear the points of view of those
most directly affected relative
to proposed plans in the Beale
Stree Urban Renewal roject.
Commissioner Lane said be
wanted those present to hear the
tentative plans already worked
out, and to add their views for
future consideration.
lie opened the meeting by
presenting Walter Simmons,
long-time director of the em-
phis Housing Authority, Randall
Johnson. Richard Klinke, ePte
Crenshaw, Bill Myers, and Har-
ry McCloud, of Walter J. Ewald
& Associates, who are working
with the Beale Street Re-
newal project.
A represenatative group of
persons, directly or indirectly
associated with Beale Street
was present. Among them were
Dr. B. B. Martin, Mrs. R. Q.
Venson, Robert Henry, Prof.
Maurice Hulbert, Sr., Frank
Scott, John Arimai Jr., Ernest
Withers, Dr. George West,
Jesse Turner, Rep. A. W. Wil-
lis, Anselmo Barrasso, Joseph
W. J. Neal, pastor of Warn-
er Temple AME Zioit church.
Seated from left are S. A.
Bradley. president; Clyde
Adams, first vice president;
Mrs. Lucille Hill, recrdiong
secretary; Mrs. Mildred F.
ing talking with school of-
ficials about loss o (Roger
Williams hall. They are Rev.
W. C. Holmes, left, chair-
liam Gilliam, Treasurer;
Mrs. Osbre, and James
Mitchner, president stand-
ing from left are Theodore
Davis correspondent secre-
tary; and Edward Davis,
parlimentarian. S t ending,
from left, are Rev. Neal,
Fred Davis, second vice
president; III r s. Carrie
Shields, chairman of Hoapi-
Raffanti, Paul Zerilla, and
many others.
Dr. West made an impas-
sioned statement in support of
retaining some of the real land-
marks of Beale Street. His
statement net the approval of
the large audience in attend-
ance.
Commissioner Lane expressed
his desire to get the candid
opinions of all those present.
One of the main concerns of
those present was what to do
about providing adequate hous-
ing for the elderly residents of
Beale Street.
Mr. Simmons of the Housing
Authority, assured the group of
his long and basic interest in
the Beale Street area, and
()I his desire to see that hous-
ing on Beale Street be given
major consideration. . . along
with the plan to restore it as
an entelitainment center.
Bridge Club
Gives Party
The Elomistosa Bridge club
held its annual party at the
Top ' Hat and Tails clubhouse
recently, and members came
dressed in Spanish costumes.
A delicious menu was served,
and gifts presented to persons
who received lucky ticket
numbers.
man of the board of direc-
tors, and Dr. Charles Din-
kins, president of the junior
college. (Withers Photos/
Walton, William Burke, Isaac
Wilson, Gus Hill, Jr-, Ed-
ward Stewart and Arthur
Woodson.
tality Committee; Charles
W. Cooper, treasurer; Mrs
Arlie P. Neal, assistant
corresponding s e c retary,
and Alfonso Bryant, ser-
geant-at-arms.
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ARTIST AND HIS "EXO-
DUS" — Gregory Ridley,
right, a member of the
Art Department faculiy of
Tennessee State university
In Nashville, explains his
•
COLONEL COX IS FIRST
— U. Col. Hannibal M.
Cox, USAF, professor of
aerospace studies at Ten-
nessee State university, rolls
up his sleeve to start drive
which resulted in donation
of 193 pints of blood during
annual blood drive sponsor.
ed by Arnold Air Society of
painting "Exodus" to Ron-
ald Davis, chairman of the
Exhibit Committee, and
Gladys Burgess Adams, co-
ordinator of Alumni Affairs
at the university. This was
DEFENDER
SOLOIST AT INAUGURA-
TION — Dorsey M cCol-
lough, senior voice major at
Philander Smith college,
Little Rock, Ark., was a
soloist at the inauguration
OF Governor Winthrop Roc-
kefeller, the first Republican
Page 7
to take the office in the
history of the state of Ar-
kansas. Although Negro
choirs have participated in
previous services there, it
was believed to be the first
time a Negro had appear-
ed as a soloist.
one of the most popular Two Strategically Placed
paintings of the exhibit
which was sponsored by the
of tennessee State. Ridley is Negroes Doing Fine jobIINational Alumni Association i —
a Tennessee State graduate.
the University's Air Force
ROTC Detachment No. 90.
Looking on as Dr. Jackson
.P Lowe, staff physician of
the American Red Cross
makes a check, is Cadet Lt.
Michael Cox, the colonel's
son, who worked in the
drive. The highly success-
ful two-day drive for blood
HE CAN'T RESIST GLANCE
1 guard outside Chighi Palace cannot resist a side-long
glance as British Prime Minister Harold Wilson arrives for
his meeting with Italian Premier Aldo Moro in Rome. The
Rome talks were the first leg in the British statesman's
tour of six European Common Market capitals. I,ater, Wil-
son called on Pope Paul Vito discuss possible new efforts
for Vietnam peace negotiations. (UPI Cablephoto)
LEARN TO DRIVE
nothing down $2.50 a week
we help you to get
Tenn. Drivers License
Satisfaction Guaranteed
TENN. STATE DRIVING SCHOOL
275-3600
I of Tennessee.
Ast Being Negroes. they are
.1 naturally concerned about the
response of Negro high school
students.. particularly graduat-
ing seniors. . .to the job op-
portunities...and requirements
which the state has to offer. The
reason their work is mentioned
collected by the AFROTC,
faculty and student body
will be followed by a simi-
lar drive in the late spring.
Last year the detachment
ROTC detachments across
the nation in collecting blood
for the American Red Cross.
For Tennessee Youth
Leonard J. Small, Sr., and
Mahlon Griffith are two of the
most strategically placed Ne-
groes in the State of Tennessee.
They are employment represen-
tatives of the Department of
Personnel, a division of the
state government headed by
Commissir_sner Keith Hampton.
Their job is to inform high
school and college youth of
Tennessee about the job oppor-
tunities and requirements which
the state provides. They travel
all over the state, distributing
an attractive and informative
booklet, whose outside cover
bears a question, "How do job
opportunities look in state
government and industry?". . . job placement in state govern-
and '131G in Tennessee". ment. There are no dupticates
The booklet contains pictures for them outside of Tennessee.
and explanatory statements There are some Negroes doing
similar work in town and cityshowing what job opportunities
set-ups. But they are blazingexist in the state's government.
The two men, have developed anew trails on the state level.
technique for meeting with andl What they are learning could
counselling high school youths make some fine material for a
...Negro and' white... aboutlgood book. They are learning
the state's program for train- about Negro attitudes toward
ing and guidance in securingtechnical jobs. They could be
placement in jobs for the state discovering a lot of facts relat-
ing to the reasons Negroes are
the last hired and the first
fired. No doubt, they are learn-
ing that a great deal of the
economic d i s abilities from
which the Negro suffers stem
primarily from him...the Negro.
They may be discovering that
a lot of the Negro's economic
here stems from several dis- disabilities grow out of delibe-
coveries they have made. rate maneuvering of white busi-
They have found that most ness, government, and labor
Negro youths are rather indif- leaders. Who knows?
ferent about vocational careers Griffith, a noted Nashville
in the area of technical occupa. civil rights leader, and Small, a
tions. Too many Negro students veteran on the Memphis racial
have their minds centered on al front, are dedicated men who
college education. . .evidently know what they're doing.
just for the sake of the prestige Their first interest is in the
angle of saying "I've been toiyouth of Tennessee. ..retardless
college". of race, color or creed. Their
They encounter the attitudelsecond and basic interest is in
of indifference to the economic the areas of working to make
security and cultural value of Tennessee a state in which the
jobs in technical fields, such as men and women of tomorrow
adequate training for jobs in will see possibilities for growth
electronics, clerical proficiency, and success. . .and find reasons
laboratory assistants, and other to decide to add their youth an
areas. . .which pay well, but energy for the growth of the
lacks a whole lot of glamour. Volunteer State when tomor-
Griffith and Small are row's sun rises.
preaching a practical gospel...
telling the kids to "get ready
or useful and rewarding work
experiences in the areas where
the best chances for success
are found". They don't say
don't go to college. But they
do say, look at one's potentials,
evaluatc the chances for one's
individual success, and serious-
ly consider the opportunities
existing for those trained for
proficiency in the technical
fields.. involving "blue collar"
jobs for those best fitted to
con, pete.
Both Mr. Griffith and Mr.
Small are realistic pioneers in
this matter of getting Negroes
JANUARY SPECIAL
1967 Oldsmobile
"88"
4 Door Sedan
Fully Equipped
3489
Price includes automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
factory air, tinted glass, white wall tires, &worn, door frames,
wheel discs, &elm* steering wheel, radio. all standard safety features.
PRYOR OLDS
2525 Summer 323-5556
The store that cares...aboutyou!
Play The Winningest Game Ever!
UP
re-
TO
AND A&P PRODUCTS TOO!
PLAY IT LIKE BINGO.
NOTHING TO BUY... NOTHING TO WRITE
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE GAME SLIPS!
Thousands of Prizes! The Exciting
a New Game That's Full of Surprires!
a We're having a party and everybody's invited! Just
pick up your free. A&P's AWARDS & SURPRIZE
PARTY game book and start winning today; It's as
simple as Bingo . .. the rules on the back of your
book show you how easily you can win ... so many
different ways.
Receive a FREE game slip each time you visit your
A&P Super Market. Look for bonus A&P's AWARDS
& SURPRIZE PARTY game slips to be printed in our
newspaper advertisements.
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED—ADULTS ONLY
PLAY AWARDS & SURPRISE
PARTY GAME IN ALL A&P FOOD
STORES IN THE MEMPHIS AREA
Fresh, Lean, Meaty
.Spare Ribs
°Lb.
Smoked Picnic
Hams
..39C
Fresh Grade "A"
• Hens
Lb. 390
Whiting Ash
5 Lb $1119Box
Smoked Seasoned
Bacon
Lb. 290
Starling
Pork Sausage
3 Lb $119Bag
FLORIDA \ )
JUICE ORANGES
5 RI:, 49'
• 4770 POPLAR AYE.
• 4780 SUMMER AVE.
• 423 NO. CLEVELAND
• 2833 LAMAR AVE.
• 2465 POPLAR AVE.
A&P
BREAD
14 Oz. 'Mc
L, Loaves L7
• 303 SUMMER AVE.
• 3561 PARK AVE.
• 2130 FRAYSER BLVD.
• 111WAY 51 SO. - SOUTHAVEN
• 1500 SO. LAUDERDALE
PRICES IN THIS AD tritalVE THRU SAT. JAIL
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Society
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
We have quite a back log beautiful new South Parkway
Holiday Potpourri, we were too abode. Doris and Ray Eiland
long winded last week so every- from St. Louis where he has
thing didn't get in and before a position with the 0E0. Both
that we were left out entirely are from Memphis, she attended
so please bear with us and we'll LeMoyne and he's a graduate
try to finish the seasonal chat- of Drake University — And
ter this week. Thought we'd Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Williams
start right where the scissors had their son, An here visiting
snipped us and here we are — from Notre Dame University
The airport is really a place to Law School. He's Charlesteen
run into people, on the way Miles' brother. While here Arl
back from Houston we ran into was squiring cute Theresa
the Brodnaxes who were seeing Thompson around. Theresa's
erry off and on the way to cousin, Elaine Childs was vi-
Texas we saw Marie Stinson siting Theresa's parents who're
who was awaiting her friend. Elaine's maternal grandparents,
Ann Brown from Dallas. Also Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Thompson
saw Mrs. Ruth Biggs emplaning and Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Withers,
to Cincinnati to visit her sister, her paternal grandparents.
Mrs. Mary Ella Trumble.
And pretty Nina Casem was
And speaking of the Metro- here from Los Angeles visiting
poliltan Airport we're remindcd her father, Benito Casem, Jr.,
that the architect John Chase her brother Benito III who's a
of Houston was high in his
praise of it, said it was the most
beautiful he'd seen in the coun-
try. He was equally as im-
pressed with the Universal Life
Insurance Company and knows
Maceo Walker. B. G. Olive,
Jr., and LeFerre Harris.
Seems there were just posi-
tively scads of folks here for And golden haired teenager
the holidays and among them Etta Sue Ish was a-visiting her
were Julia Hooks Gordon, from aunt and uncle Harriet and
Oklahoma City, visiting her Maceo Walker, and was some
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. B. pretty at the Co-Ette Ball
Hooks, Sr., and the rest of the sporting a new chic hair cut and
Hook's Clan. I Saw Atty. silver stockings.
Veva Young of Chicago over at More Houston Potpourri —
Jewel Hulbert's. Jewel had Thought of more folks who:
spent the season in Little Rock knew Memphis folks and among'
visiting her cousins, Corrie and them were Dr. and Mrs. F.
W. L. Jarrett. — Tommyel McWilliams, she's the former
Kaye and Herbert Harrison' Geraldine Dotson of Memphis
were here from Nashville visi-
ting her parents. Helen and
Tom Hays as were the Misses
Annette and Roberta Church
from D. C. Pardon us while
we digress a bit — We'd like to
add our name to the list of
supporters to keep the Church
Park at its present location.
We remember Secretary Udall's
speech when Beale Street, was
officially designated as a his-
torical landmark. He said that
as cities urbanize they almost
lose their individuality unless
they retain something that is
significant and peculiar to them.
We're of the opinion that the
Church name and park which
has played such an important
part in the history of Memphis
would add lustre, flavor and
dignity to the new Beale St. abeth's h u sband. Ivan is
and the city, studying for his doctrate at
Indians U. in Bloomington.
And now back to the visitors Elizabeth is the daughter of
—Anne Harris got back from Mr. and Mrs. James Prudent
Mexico in time to spend the and Ivan is the son of Presi-holiday with her folks, Celle dent and Mrs. Walter S. Davis
and Caffrey Bartholomew 
— of Tennessee State.
and visiting Mrs. Darrington
Pipes were her daughters from Aaronette and Joe also spoke
D.C. Adeline Beard and Clem• of other friends, Gladys and
entine King and her son Wayne Dr. E. W. Reed and Paulette
who also spent time with their
sisters a n d brothers-in-law.
Naomi and Edgar Davis. Jr..
and Martha and Dr. Arthur
Earl Horne, whose children Mu-
riel and Arthur, Jr., were Dr. Sam Nabrit is on leave.
here from Hampton Institute.
And Dick and Lavada Hob-
son were here from Baltimore
and so was pretty Christy Hay-
nes who always makes such a
striking picture with her na-
turally bright red tresses. She's
now Pvt. Christina Haynes of
the WACS and stationed in
Ft. McClellan where she and
five other young ladies, The
Lavetts, captured first prize
fresh at Christian Brothers
College; and her grandparents,
the Senior Beniot Casems. —
And Norris Walter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Norris 0. Walter
flew back to Houston-Tilliston
College in A,lettin after spending
the holidays with his parents
and brother. Ronald.
and sent hellos to Ezelle Parks,
Drs. Clara Brawner and Ike
Watson — And saw our good
friend Marietta Bass who had
spent Christmas in Chicago with
her hubby Harry before coming
to Hourston to see her daugh-
ters, Florence Coleman and
Carol Calloway, who entered the
hospital for a check-up. And
met Aaronetta Pierce whose
husband, Dr. Joseph is a resi-
dent at Brooke-General Hos-
pital in San Antonio. She was in
school at Tennessee State Uni-
versity with Barbara Baily
Bowling who was here recently
from California visiting her
parents, the Charles Baileys;
and Elizabeth Prudent Davis
who recently became the mother
of a son. Ivan Davis, Fr. Eliz-
Brinkley Porche of D. C.. the
J. L. Brinkley daughter. Joe's
father is Dr. Joseph Pierce,
Sr., Acting President of Tex-
as Southern University while
Aaronetta's parents are, Clem-
entine and Dr. Davis A.
Hamilton of Nashville.
Chit Chat: Visiting the Whit-
tier Sengstackes over the last
week-end was Mattie's child-
hood friend, Sarah ( Mrs. Le-
roy) Thompson, who is Assis-
tant Principal of Park Manor
Elementary School in Chicago.
Vivacious and charming Sarah
came here from .Chicago to
singing in an inter
-post talent spend a few days with Mattie
show. Christy a talented lass who was recuperating with
dances divinely too she was, a broken foot. before going to
graduated from Father Ber- Nashville for a wedding recep-
trand, is a post Kappa Deb' !ian for Rev. and Mrs. John
who attended Peabody College Glenn, who were married in
and is the daughter of Mrs. Chicago December 27. with
M. J. Ilaynes whom she visited.' Sarah directing the wedding
reception. The bride is theAnd Anita and Dr. Charles! former Carol Smith. daughter
walla" were here with their !of CME Bishop and Mrs. B.!five offspring, Sharon, Vicky. Julian Smith. Attending thetDrewery, Charles. Jr.. and wedding in Chicago were Mem-IChrystal from Beaumont. Tex-, phians, Rev. and Mrs. E. L.as visiting her parents. Geor- Brown of Greenwood CMEgia and Andrew Dancy and Church and Rev. and Mrs.
sister and brother-in-law, Fran- William Smith of Collins Cha-ces and Judge Benny Hooks pel CME Church.
and also aunt and uncle Jua-
nita and Johnny Arnold. Also Sarah's first love is the lib-
visiting the Dancys were Dr:I-au and she was elated with
Andrew "Buddy" and 011ie , the two libraries at Georgia
Dancy and their little pretties Avenue School which. were
Amber and Andrea from St. shown her by the principal,
Louis where Buddy, is at Ho- Mrs. Othella S. Shannon.
men G. Phillips Hospital. — Mattie treated her friend to
Nedra Jordan was home from dinner at the posh Passport
St. Louis University where she Room and invited Jewel Hul-
is pursuing her doctorate de-bert and your scribe along.
gree. • spending the holidays Mettle was pondering whether
with her hubby Dr. John and or not she should make the
their son, John III, who came trip to Nassau to attend the
down from Nashville with his Mid-Winter Workshop of the
grandfather. retired Deputy National Newspaper Pub!ishers
Fire Marshal Johnny Jordan, Association. Her foot was still
who is now supervisor of the encased in a autographed cast
Frierson Foundation for the which was removed in time for
Church of Christ Little Johnny' her to make the jaunt along with
maternal grandfather, Lester her husbanl, Whittier, to re
Whittaker was here also from present this end of the Sen•
Minneapolis where he is an stacke publications which is. as
undertaker and restaurateur, you know, growing by leaps and
bounds.
And handsome bachelor Reu
ben Davis a Los Angeles en- And speaking of the Bahamas.
gnieee jetted in to visit his: Dot and Walter Evans are just
parents. the Senior Reuben' back from Freeport in the
Davis's. Hear tell he sported the Grand Bahamas Islands where
Mod Look. Russian hat, hoots they spent days idling in the
et al — And Evelyn and William sun, visiting the casinos. taking
Robertson had company in their in some shows from Las Ve-
Walter's Company. This was
Walter's second trek to the
Islands to attend meetings of
Josten's.
DINGPARTY — Members of
the Gatewood•Jones wedding
party are seen here following
the marriage of Miss Joyce Al-
lura Gatewood to Willie Jones,
Jr„ on Christmas Day at the
New Era Baptist church. From
left are William Carter, Marvin
Holmes, LeMoyne Cradler, Ozell
Shipp, Thurston Hill, best man;
Tables, James Harris, Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Jones, Jr.,
gas and attending the Sales lucky winner of the guest tow
-Myrtle White, Corresponding
Meeting of Josten Jewelers, els and Elizabeth Plaxico wasISecretary and Ruth McDavid F
Hin the oliday han and also 
purchased property for an is-
land retreat come retirement
time. That's living. eh?
And our dear friend, Marge hook s
Ulen is now on the staff of
Senator Charles Percy of Illi-
nois. A live wire with so much
on the ball. Marge was for-
merly secretary to former Re-i
presentative George Grider.!
We're very proud of her and'
is e
capable and competent per-1
son we know she'll do a mar-
velous job. A wonderful person
with a deep sense' of apprecia-
tion and love for history and
culture she's ideally suited for
the position.
New Year's Day, the Rev.
and Mrs. Carl 0. Baysinger
held open house at their South-
wood home which proved quite
delightful to several friends
and members of his First
Congregational Church. Among
those chatting afterwards over
coffee and cookies were Penny
and Matty Brescia. Lynn and
Doug Dudley. he's with Front
St.. Mayor William B. Ingram,
City Atty Patrick Jhnson,
Marie Bradford and your scribe.
Ida Mae Lockard was posi-
tively radiant in the red chiffon
she wore to the reception given
her husband, Atty. H. T. Lock-
ard and Mrs. Leo Burson in
the Grand Batroona of the
Chisca Hotel New Year's Day,
hosted by radio station WDIA.
the other guest.
the bride and groom; Miss Paul-
ette Gatewood, maid of honor;
Misses Marilyn Buggs, Brenda
Alsobrooks, Dorothy Ferguson,
Jean Simmons, Linda Crowder
and Deborah Jones. (Photo by
Henry Ford)
Treasurer.ounders Day Joyce Gatewood Bride ,
were Loretta Katoe, Elymra l Tff &The handsome pair luxuriated of the evening and Lytia Mc-llinens. Oth mmer ebers present' Willie Jones Jr.
Williams. Bernice McClellan! 
and Louise Ward, became the bride of Willie
!French teacher at Douglass New Era Baptist church with
Jones, Jr.. on Christmas Day
at 5 p.m. in the sanctuary of the
I Mrs. Mose Yvonne Hooks,
!High school, was the Founders Rev. Leroy Bailey officiating.
Day speaker for the Jackson, On their heads were bows
Tenn., alumnae chapter of MTrsh.e 
Dobrriodthe yis the daughter of
Gatewood and a tied with circular veils. They
Delta Sigma Theta sorority last student at Owen college. The carried buquets of mums.
Tempting hors d'oeurves and
cocktails preceded the delect-
able steak dinner. Election of
:officers was the main business
Kinney is at the helm, with
Bernice Howard as Vice Prexy:
Samellen W i }son, Secretary
High scorers were Ruth Par-
ker, Samellen Wilson, Lytia ,0 b
McKinney, who won beautifuli
Several times at the Front
St. Theatre we've been plea-
santly surprised to see some
one we know in the cast, we
forgot to mention that we
saw Clemmie Bosley and Ma-
rion Harris in"The Little Foxes"
and then Marsha Turner. dau-
ghter of Marcelene Turner and
Lt. R. J. Turner and Barbara
Clarke. d a u ghter of the
Emmitt Clarkes were ushers du-
ring the run of, "Streetcar
Named Desire," where we saw
Velma Lois Jones, who incident-
ly winged it off last week-end
to Talladega College where she
was guest speaker for the cam-
pus chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority of which she
is Regional Director; Marie
Bradford, Zernia Peacock and
Ann and George • Grider.
With the Clubs . . . Lillian
Newman was hostess to the
Nonchalants Bridge Club in
her new home at 1285 Cas-
talia. 'The club members were
happy to see their former
member. Ruth Dark, who now
on fashion
With the emergence or colorful African prints in the fash-
ion industry, soil-spoken Hazel Blackman, co-owner of the
Tree House, a boutique one flight up at 125 E. 47th St., New
York, is coming into her owr as a top designer. We had the
pleasure of meeting the tiny-framed Jamaican-born woman
following a press showing at the Pierre Hotel in New York
City given by the Denim Council.
Several designers were featured in the show, and Mrs.
Blackman's ensembles were very warmly received by the
critical fashion editors. Among her designs were a long shift
with diamond inset panels in brown and beige stripes, a wine
and blue striped dress with matching short sleeve jacket, a
loden green suede denim pants suit with an African print
blouse and matching lining, and a gold raincoat which re-
verses to vinyl-finish African print. The coat covered a V-neck
dress which has the same gold denim bodice while the skirt
is of the vinyl-finish Afriean print.
Two long, flowing garments of multi-colored stripes per-
haps best illustrated thc African influence on Mrs. Blackman's
designs in the new soft brushed denim. One is a hooded cape
in yellow, hot pink, soft pink, olive, brown and green. The other,
which has matching fabric earrings, is an evening dress of pur-
ple. red, green, blue and white, its hemline following tha stripe
and a neckline of silver striped sequins.
Mrs. Blackma• 's interes*. in African fabric began a few
years ago when her partner, Lionel Phillips, returned from a
trip to the vast continent with strips of Ghanaian kente cloth,
bolts of Nigerian oyo and akwete and khanga cloth from
Sierre Leone — all in a multiplicity of dramatic, lush colors.
Scrubbed denim came to her attention last summer when
the Denim Council. liking what she had done with African
fabric, asked her to design some models for a press showing.
Now, using both these fabrics, Hazel Blackman has cre-
ated for the Tree House a collection of bold, wonderful clothes
— 
beautifully chic sports, cruise and at-home wear, coats.
suits and evening dresses.
Mrs. Blackman has been designing for 15 years. She was
graduated from Trapnagen School of Design in 1946 and then
beat the paths along Seventh Avenue (heart of the garment
industry in New York' until she went to work in a lingerie
house, clipping threads. She finally worked up to an operator
of a power sewing machine and in 1965 left as an assistant de-
signer.
"But, all l'!- time I went to school." she told us. "My
friends started ealling me 'the professor.' I took jewelry-mak-
ing, glove-making, painting on fabrics, color, color combin-
ation and color mixture."
Although cotton is her favorite fabric ("its so challeng-
ing"), she has no favorite color. But she does like prints, and
the livelier the better. She was one of the first to use African
fabrics. From the khanga cloth, with its pulsating, sun-drench-
ed colors, she has fashioneci gracefully fluid jump suits, ex-
otic Siamese-type pants, "tom-tom" ensembles which feature
shorts or bell-bottom pants with kerchief tops.
What's her advise to potential designers? — "Negro de-
signers should go to school and upon graduation get into
lives in Tuskegee. She was the the mainstream of fashion. even if it's clipping threads. Giving
DAILY WAREHOUSE SALE DAILY
MON CLAIRE WIG IMPORTS
Warehouses in all leading U.S. Cities
100°. HUMAN HAIR
WIGS AT WHOLESALE PRICES
TO THE BUYING PUBLIC
100% HUMAN
HAIR WIG
SPECIAL
HANDMADE WIGS$59"
$125.00 Value
PHONE
527-3619
100% Human Hair
WIGS
BUY DIRECT AND
SAVE UP TO
50c70.0R MORE.
WE HAVE
EVERY COLOR
Our Wigs Are...
• Adjustable - Venilated
• Finest Workmanship
FREE HEAD FORM
WITH EACH WIG
MON CLAIRE INC.
14 NO. MAIN. STREET
CORNER SOUTH COURT ST.
OPEN DAILY
10:00 T05:30
THURS.
TIL 8:30
served By
Jackson Delta
Sunday.
5 Miss Joyce Allura Gatewood
The service was held in 'the
chapel of Lane college.
Mrs. HoOks, a native Jack-
sonian, is the wife of Robert
B. Hooks III and lives at 251
Rozelle St.
She is a graduate of Fisk
university, Columbia university
and has done post graduate
work in French at Colorado
State university.
Mrs. Hooks is chairman of
the foreign language depart-
ment of Douglass High school,
chairman of the French depart-
ment of the Memphis City
School system, and a member
of numerous professional and
civic organizations.
She belongs to Smothers Cha-
pel CME church and is a past
president of the Memphis Alum-
nae chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta sorority.
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Jones, Sr., and a
former student at Tennessee
A&I State university. He is now
on active duty with the U. S.
Army.
Music for the wedding was
furnished by soloists Miss Jac-
queline Fuller and Lawrence
Armour.
The bride wore a gown of
white peau-de sole with Chan.
tilly lace. The A-line skirt had
the chapel length. Her veil of Tapped Fora detachable train that cascaded
silk illusion was of fingertip
length. She carried a bouquet of I icarnations. Cabinet Posts
Miss Paulette Gatewood, a By SIMEON B. OSBY
cousin of the bride was the!
Marilyn Suggs.
They wore gowns of pink and
green peau-de-soie with empire
waists and Aline skirts ending
in demi-trains.
Thurston Hill was best man.
Groomsmen w e re LeMoyne
Cradler. Marvin Tables, Ozell
Ship, James Harris, William
Carter and Melvin Holmes.
The bride is the granddaugh-
ter of Mrs. M. Gatewood, and
the groom the grandson of Mrs.
Eattie Tuggle.
1
maid of honor.
Bridesmaids w ere Misses
Deborah Jones, sister of the
groom; D or othy Ferguson,
Brenda Alsobrook, Jean Sim.
mons, Linda Crowder and
shows is a good way for exposure. In 1952 I did a show en-
titled 'Hazel's Adventure in Cotton' in which burlaps were
featured. I got great reviews."
In New York, Haze: Blackman designs have sold to B.
Altman, Saks' SeVenth Heaven Boutique and Stern's Spor-
tique Shop. Out of town she has sold to Joske's, Houston; Fam-
ous-Barr, St. Louis; Petticoat Lane, Kansas City; Toast and
Strawberry, Washington, D, C.; Meier and Frank, Portland,
Ore.: and the Menageria, San Francisco. Tree House designs
have also been seen on television and featured in such pub-
lications as Women's Wear Daily, Vogue, McCalls, Ebony.
Mademoiselle, Glamour, New Yorker, The California Stylist
and American Fabric Magazine.
•
Next time you're in New York City, drop in to the Tree
House with its African village type decor. It's a worthwhile
visit, believe me!
Two Negroes
SPRINGFIELD: — Increas-
ing Negro influence in the
executive branch of the state's
government was evident when
Gov. Otto Kerner submitted
the names of his code depart-
ment heads to the Senate for
confirmation.
For the first tmie two Negroes
were included among the re-
commendations. T hey were
Chicagoans Theodore A. Jones,
newly appointed Director, De-
partment of Revenue, and Atty.
Ira Dawson, assistant director
of registration and education.
Both positions carry cabinet
status under the Governor. If
the appointments are confirmed
it will mark the first time two
Negroes in any administration
will have attained cabinet rank.
The recommendations, along
with others made by the
Governor, were referred to the
Senate executive committee for
further consideration.
Fabric Awards
Two of the four Vogue Ameri-
can Fabric Awards for 1966
have gone to one New Jersey
fabric firm, Aristocrat Em-
broidery, headed by Saul
Goldman. The Guttenberg, N.J.,
company received one Award
for a Schiffli-embroidered wov-
en cotton, peacock-bright and
studded with, vinyl paillettes.
Aristocrat's second Award—
announced by Vogue publisher
S. I. Newhouse, Jr. — was for
Exceptional Technical Achieve-
ment. he citation was earned
by a black vinyl, flower-pattern-
ed with white cotton Schiffli
crewel embroidery.
The Award jury of 23 top-
flight designers and manufac-
turers selected Aaron Feuer-
stein and Malden Mills, Inc.,
for top honors in the knitted
category, for a pile fabric
plaided in brown, beige and
vanilla, combining Orlon acry-
lic, Verel modacrylic and ace-
tate. Malden Mills is located in
Lawrence, Mass.
Household Tips
Glue on clothes? Soak them
in warm suds before washing.
• • •
Meding clothes before they
are washed keeps holes and
tears from becoming larger.
•
Stitch the mattress pad to an
old contour sheet. This helps
hold we pad in place.
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January SALE
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NASHVILLE COTILLION —
Presented at the recent Co-
tillion In Nashville recently
were these young women.
The affair was sponsored by
the National Association
of Negro Business and pro-
fessional Women's Clubs.
From left are Misses Sheila
Renee Adkins, daughter of
OFFICIALS AT ZETA
BOULE — Pausing for a
moment following the press
luncheon given during the
26th annual Boule of Zeta
DEFENDER Page 9
astT
Dr. and Mrs. Rutherford H.
Adkins; Regina Bear d,
daughter of mrs. Samuel
Beard; Norma Jean Bu-
chanan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frazier Buchanan; Pa-
tricia Ann Ezell, daughter
of Mrs. Ola Spence John-
son; Lauretta Finley John
son, daughter of Mr. and
I "
Phi Beta sorority at the
Jack Tar Capitol House in
Baton Rouge are these four
outstanding p e rsonalities.
From left are Mrs. Mildred
Circle No. 1 Gives
Party At Johnsons
Among the many parties held
during the recent holiday sea-
son was the annual Christmas 1
party of Circle No. 1 in thel
spacious ranch-style home of
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Johnson
of 1450 Lambert St. on Thursday
night. Dec. 29.
Guests arrived between 8:30
and 9, and were as attractively
attired as the beautiful tree inl
the living room which was sur-
rounded by presents exchanged
by members and guests.
In the dining room was a
table laden with tasty hors
d'oeuvres.
Fashionably dressed members
and their husbands attending
were Mrs. Houston Braswell,
president, and Mr. Braswell
Mrs. Evans Bradshaw and Mr.
Bradshaw; Mrs. Ez e ki e I
Branch, Mrs. James T. Gaston,1 Assisting with the serving was
Mrs. Willie Rogers, Mrs. JohnnyiMiss Endrea Johnson and Miss
Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. TommielDenise Williams, the daughter
Williams, Mrs. Robert Duncan andniece of the hostess.
Mrs. Phillip Johnson; Cyn-
thia Little, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Shannon D. Little;
Wergenia Lusk, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L.
Lusk; Pauletta Robinson,
daughter of Mr. and • Mrs.
Edward Robinson; Aretha
Annette Simmons, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
C. Bradham, grand basi-
lens; Mrs. Arizona Cleaver
Stem mons 1 o u nder-presi-
dent Dr. Alvin J. McNeil,
national president of Phi
E. Simmons; Wyvetta Bea-
trice Skinner, daughter of
Mrs. Pearline Fairrow of
Clarkkville, and Cheryl Lynn
Stuart, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Stuart. Miss
Little was named "Miss
Congeniality" at the affair
held in Nashville's Munici-
pal auditorium.
(Gunter's Studio)
Beta Sigma fraternity, and
Mrs. Rebecca Netterville.
boule marshal. Men of Phi
Beta Sigma are brothers to
the women of Zeta.
Publishers Urged To Push
Registration Of Voters
and her house guest, Mrs. Z. MIAMI, Fla. — Wiley Bran-
Grady, a teacher in the Detroit ton, newly-named special as-
public school system, and Mrs. Instant to the U. S. attorney gen-
urean wooaiey.
Other members unable to at-
tend were Mrs. Sara Burns,
Mrs. 0. D. Bonds, Mrs. Su-
sanna Young and Mrs. Mildred
Smith.
Among the many guests
were Mrs. Joyce Beasley, es-
corted by Waldo Campbell;
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Cash,
Mrs. Elijah Robinson, and her
sister, Mrs. Mable White, Mrs.
Irene Battle, Mrs. Roosevelt
Allen, Mrs. A. J. Scott, Mrs.
Lena Hubbard, Mr. and Mr .
Eket Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Williams, Mrs. Roberta Sam-
ple, Mrs. Vera Moton and Mrs.
Mary Stewart.
Hospital - Base Program
For S. Viet Planned
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI —
The American Friends Service
Committee plans to begin a
hospital-based pro .am of
therapy and rehabilitation in
South Vietnam which it hopes
eventually can be extended to
North Vietnam.
False Alarm
DALLAS — The Braniff 
ternational baggage handlers
stepped back in alarm. A crate
marked "radio isotopes" had
broken open.
Police cars and a fire truck
raced to Love Field. Spectators
were ordered back for fear at
radiation A specially clad fire
man opened the box.
False alarm. Inside were
glass vials of "chicken vaccine.
The Quaker organization said
medical team of about 100
persons will be recruited and
sent to Vietnam to launoti the
program within the next less
months. The committee said
it is looking for addition_
personnel. The program will
be started at the Quang Gat
provincial hospital, providing
physical and occupational the-
rapy and medical social work
to victims of the war.
David Elder, program direc-
tor for the Committee's Over-
seas Refugee and Resettlement
Program, said it is hoped the
program can be expanded to
Da Nang or any place where
they can 'redress the wounds
of war."
"If we arc allowed in North
Vietnam, we would go in," he
said.
eral. told members of the
National Newspaper Publishers
Association "a continued in-
terest in voter registration is
needed to further gains already
achieved."
Speaking before the group at
the Biscayne Terrace Hotel,
the 43-year-old attorney who
championed civil rights in Little
Rock and helped bring 600,00
more Negro voters to the polls,
said progress is being made and
the Negro should not feel "lost"
because one congressman has
been ousted.
Branton urged the publishers
to continue to remind their 12
million readers that five years
ago only one and a half million
registered Negro voters in the
11 southern states were waging
the South's equalization fight.I
He said, "Today that figure'
has nearly. doublet...
"In three of those states 201
Negroes have been duly elected
and seated in their respective
legislatures. They are the ones
that need your support."
The NNPA, represented by
60 publishers of the 138-
member national organization
and their wives, held a two-
day workshop in Miami before
departing for Nassau aboard
the SS Miami for a three-
day pleasure cruise.
HARD TO PLACE
INSURANCE
SR 22 FILING AT NO EXTRA
COST
LOW DOWN PAYMENT
Many Months To Pay.
Life
Home Owners
Fire
Casualty
Long Haul,
Enterprise Insurance
Agency
942-5639
NITS, SUNDAY &HOLIDAYS
276-6315
1 343 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
MEMPHIS IARGEST FOOD oi ORE':
EAST 5014 POPLAR -(At MenrIen 1;111
, MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
Evaporated
Carnation Milk
13 oz.
Cans
FRED MONTESI
OLEO
LB.
QTRS..
15
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE
QT. 390 2 Limit
SWIFT'S SPECIALS
3 lb. Jewel Shortening . . .59c
14oz. Beef Stew . . . . . 39c
24oz. Chili with beans -39c
151/2 oz. Corned Beef Hash . . 35c
Unsweetened
ADAM
GRAPE FRUIT
JUICE
46 Oz 290
Minute Maid'
Frozen
ORANGE JUICE
12°z21
PILLSBURY or BALLARD
BISCUITS 8 oz. FOR
12 Limit
FRED MONTESI or
MORELL PRIDE
Sliced
WITH COUPON
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS
BREAST 0' CHICKEN
61/2 Oz.
Chunk Style Lightmeat
FRED MONTESI
MORELLPRIDE FRED MONTESI
Sliced Bacon Sliced Bacon
PEG. .55C rc PEG. .59c lc
LB. PKG. ) LB.PKG.
VIA eceopoe and $5.00 additional purchase, excluding
valve of coupon morchandis• ffro•h milk products and
tobacco •loe cmcludod In compliance with skits la.).
Ono coupon pet foil. Iy. Capper. •apir•i eocfn•scioy,
Noon. Jon. 25.
FRED MONTESI
WISH BONE
1000 ISLAND
DRESSING
28 oz5c
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Magicians' Eyes On
The Semester Exams
LeMoyne's Magicians will not
see any floor action this week
because they're busy with sem-
ester exams but they'll be
hard at it next week with two
games on the road and another,
at home.
The LeMoynites will be at
Fort Valley (Ga.) State College,
Monday, Jan. 23, and at South
Carolina State, Jan. 24, before
meeting Alabama A&M on the
Bruce Hall floor, Saturday
night, Jap. 28.
Both of these contests will be
conference battles, and Le-
Moyne at present is 4-0 in the
SIAC race.
Tuskegee is due here for
another conference tilt on the
night of Jan. 30.
hill to allow the Tigers to get nullified. points. 'got the more The prep and county league!delphia a 3-2 lead in their EXTERMINATING CO
the last shot to go into inter- The way 6-4 Larry Cheatham. When Bobby was introduced han usual rabid MSU followers, teams were guests of Memphis series with the World Cham- 
ing passer in 1966. was named
mission two ahead or 92 all, another sophomore from Brook- before the start of the game1Soine of the hoots and catcalls i winner of the December voting TERMITES- ROACHESState and really got an idea of pions from Boston. The Celtst for the 17th annual S. Rae Hick- . WATER BUGS-RATSThe Tigers missed the shot but lyn, was performing. Webb's he was given a big ovation but were justifiable because some .
DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS
THRIFT STORE
LADIES DRESSES 
 
25c
MEN'S SHIRTS 
 
1 Sc
MEN'S PANTS 
 
20c
LADIES BLOUSES 
 
25c
LADIES SKIRTS 
 
25c
MEN'S SUITS 
 
51 .95
GIRLS DRESSES 
 
25c
Forntture, App!. Stoves, Ref., G.E. trols IS Shoes
173 S. Main Si. Ph. 526-8419
(Half Block North of Beale)
•
local partisans saved their big-
'gest cheers for Hurricane Mike
Marrs, the only non-sepia player
on the starting five for Tulsa.
The dependable Mike Butleritripes. I realize that this was
scored 16 markers on eight floor MSU's biggest game thus far
l.
shots for the Tigers. The Tulsa in a season that has brought
zone defense had Memphis State the school a surprising 10-3 re-
firing from the outside and cord. Tulsa is now 11-3. self. The ex-school boy all-
missing more often than not To give a topping to the one American handled himself well.
most of the night. The Tigers distasteful cup tossing incident HAWKS FACE 76ers.
could make good on but 16 of that occurred near the end of With wins over San Francisco
56 shots at the basket while the game was the singling out and the Detroit Pistons pushing 
of one MSU student to take the their Mid-South Coliseum seathe Hurricane bombed the nets - Wilkens after Beaty's knee had
son mark to 2-1 the St. Louis mended. Beaty has been scoring
Hawks must brace for a Mon- well andshould get a true test
, Missouri Valley officials Johnideafening round of boos from day night invasion here by the from the likes of Chamberlain,
lOverbey ;od Joe shosid really:fans when he ordered a MSUipowerful Wilt Chamberlain led one of the NBA's leading scor-
,band stiident, to come out of Philadelphia 76'ers. Last Sun- ers, rebounders, assist men and
field goal marksmen. Chamber-
lain has a lot of the pressure
taken off him by capable Hal
member was allowed to remain ton Celtics 110-95 at the Boston Greer, C h et Walker, and
in the building. Garden. The win gave Phila. Lucious Jackson.
------- - - -
NO MONEY DOWN
No Payment 'til March '67
Maytag Wringer Maytag.Wringer Maytag Halo of
WASHER WASHER HEAT DRYER
Order by Phone
Intrn•diate
Delivery
Big copocity ,011,6 oarcaoin ,,,h,
sera lorgeoiringor roll, 1 1”.1n,
rmfia* *Pius, le oh fabrics.
Seal ri,ent trap captures dirt, power.
ki agitator *chem.
$88
yr.* ',do
04411 Ili
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TULSA BOMBS TIGERS the strategy achieved one of
Tulsa's Golden Hurricane its objectives by keeping the
made homecoming for Bobby score knotted.
Smith a sweet success as the Eldridge Webb, one of Tulsa's
Missouri Valley quintet took fine so phomores, displayed
advantage of a second half 1 some faking and stop and
scoring drought by Memphis go moves that left the State
State to hang up a 54-43 triumph defense aghast. On more than
last Saturday afternoon in the one occasion the lighting quick
Mid-Sou th Coliseum. The game Webb had his defensive man
was televised over the MVC getting up off the floor after
network with 6.454 on hand to losing his balance trying to
see MSU shoot a sub par 21 per guard the elusive leading Hur-
cent from the field, seven of ricane scorer. Webb, one of
32 attempts, in the second half. three Brooklyn, New York
Tulsa hit on 12 of its 26 second ebony stars on the Tulsa squad
half field goal efforts to win who pla yed a big part in the
going away. second half deterioration of the
Coach Moe lba's Tigershustling Tigers, was the top
fought the visitors on even point producer in the game with
terms the first 20 minutes of 17 despite spending the last six
the hard fought fray. The minutes of the game on the
capricious Iba wanted this one bench. Coach Joe Swank yanked
so badly that he had MSU to Webb when he drew his fourth
take a timeout with just 36 personal foul, a charging cal,
seconds remaining in the first on a successful basket that was
B.g capacity round porcelain rub.
art,' lane wringer roll, 1 fin., 1
flexible, status, to all fabrics.
Seth 'dent trap captures art, power.
fut ogitotot Oct..".
$15,00 made out to UNCF
Stephen J. Wright, president
of the United Negro College
Fund, accpets a check for
$15.00 made out to UNCF
by the Esso Education
Foundation from Robert 0.
Goodykoontz, a vice presi-
dent of Humble Oil and Re-
fining Company. Looking on
at left is James S. Avery,
coordinator of community
relations for Humble who is
serving his second year as
a national vice chairman of
the College Fund campaign.
Rumble Oil is a contributor
to the Esso Education Foun-
dation, established i n 1955
by Standard Oil Company of
New Jersey, Humble's par-
ent firm.
After Tuskegee, Coach Jerry
Johnson's LeMoyne charges will
play three more home games-
Oral Roberts University on Feb.
3, South Carolina State, Feb.
8, and a homecoming battle
with Lane on the night of Feb.
13.
After South Carolina State,
LeMoyne will have three re-
maining games on the road -
Tougaloo, Feb. 4; ilsuskegee,
Feb. 10, and Fisk, Feb. 17.
The Magicians made an ex-
cellent showing up in Iowa last
week, winning 121-99 froin Mid-
western 'University at Denison,
and dropping an 85-83 over-
time contest to Parsor College
at Fairfield.
Bill M e ggett, sophomore
guard from New York, was high
point man for LeMoyne against
Midwestern, scoring a total of
31 markers.
PEST
absence from the game was
hardly noticed. Cheatham got ul
on the scoring act with a follow
up shot at 9:17, and the ease
with which the skinny jumping
jack got two feet above the
basket to slam the ball through
the hoop had made believers in
a short period of time out of th,
Tigers.
BOBBY TOPS
It was obvious from the out
set that the Tulsa offense was
built around Webb, and rightly
so. This was not to deprive local
fans from seeing Smith, the
hokler of many cage records at
Melrose, play an outstnatiing
game. The proof that the
heavier Bobby at 205 is still a
versatile eager is illustrated in
the Hurricane team averages.
The second year star who bare-
ly missed going to msu, and
might have made it, his scho-
lastic trouble not withstanding
if it were not for the common
belief that the first Negro star
at State had to be without a
flaw, came home with a 14.0
scoring average enad as the
fifth best rebounder in the best
basketball conference in the
nation. Smith topped rebounders
in the clash with the Tigers by
pulling 12 off the boards. Bobby
took only five shots, fewer at-
tempts than any Tuls'a starter,
but he managed to register two
field goals and seven of 11
freethrows to finsih with 11,
for 19 goals on 1 less attempts
then the errant Tigers.
Moyfog's Hole of Heat surrounds
clothes w;t4 gentle •ven heat,
•flimill her toots- 8,g capocit)
porcelain coated drum 'von'? snag,
!Inc tooted cob,ntrt protect's!
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MAYTAG
DEPENDABILITY
6 great washers...with different features but
all with the same famous Maytag dependability
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PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
ACE APPLIANCE COMPANY
Mid-South's Oldest and Largest
Exclusive RCA VICTOR Dealer.
Serying Memphis for over 20 Years-
Since 1945
L. E. GATLIN ... R. G. KINKLE
FRAYSERr EAST
1 431 Surfenor
WHITEHAVEN
3110 Thomas Hwy. 51 No. 4255 Hwy. 51 So.
Phone 324-4406 Phone 358-4485 Phone 396-0995
business from the
of the calls were of the bush the tough competition their host
league variety, however, not so Tigers will have to face in the
poorly that paper cups should Valley. Most of the fans hoped
have been aimed at the men in that Smith, who lives only a
short stroll from the Coliseum,
would make a nice showing
before the home crowd but they
didn't want him to out do him-
blame by police officer R. J.
Davenport. The officer drew a
the bleacher. The matter was
quickly cleared up by a MSU
official and the Negro band
HUMBOLDT'S NEWS in Nashville. Little Alex NunnMrs. Dimple Carty who lived
accompanied her.
The clubs that make up the:
City Federation are all astrii
over the approaching "Sweet-
heart Tea" to be held the sec-
ond Sunday in February instead
of the third Sunday as was an-
nounced in last week's article.
Each club will select a student
from the Day Care Center to
sponsor for the tea. The child
receiving the highest amount
of money will be the "sweetest
'little sweetheart." It will be a
gala affair, and president Nel-
da Williams is hoping that
everyone will get into the spirit
of the project.
The names of the contestants
will be announced later.
To support their candidate.
the Gloxinia Art and Garden
club will entertain friends with
two hours to Chat and Sip
while various talent will be pre-
sented as well as hints that
probably hou hadn't heard of.
They are inviting friends and
flower lovers to meet them
at Enid's, you know that Sims
girl that lives on the corner of.
ninth and Calhoun.
There will be several sur-
prises there, and it is hoped
you won't miss coming by any-
time from four till late, Sunday
afternoon January 29th. There
will be a surprise package for
someone who enters her door
will it be you? You would be
real happy if it were.
The Thursday Evening sew- ^
ing club met in the home of Lamp Feb 20
Mrs. Maude Ferrell. The busi-
ness of importance was the The Chicago Cubs will holo
election of officers who were their first workouts of 1967 on
the following: Mrs. Addie Rae., Monday, February 20, in
'president; Miss Enid Sims,1Scottsdale, Arizona. A total of
!vice president, Mrs. L. Cunning- 39 players will be on hand to
'ham, secretary; Miss Addie begin Spring Training. This in-
Rawls, assistant secretary; Mrs. eludes 15 non-roster players
!Luria Lylons, treasurer; They who will be working with the
also selected their contestant Cub varsity. On February 27,for the Sweetheart Tea, the remainder of the Club will
be assembled.The members of the Jackson
Alumnae chapter of the Delta At the early camp, 21 pitchersSigma Theta Sorority, Inc., 
and 7 catchers will be workingwere graciously entertained in
day on nationwide television
the awesome Eastern Division
NBA leaders trounced the Bos-
SWEETHEART TEA !Year" and the "Delta of the
Year- will be presented. They,
also planned for the Miss
Bronze West Tennessee Pageant
to be held around March 5th
in Jackson. A very delicious
menu of turkey and all of the
trimmings was served to the
delight of 33 sorors present.
New Year's gifts were ex-
changed at the close of the
meeting.
The Marion Crooms and
their daughter Mrs. Doris Ken-
drick and her daughter, all
motored to St. Louis filled with
anticipation on seeing the new-
est addition to the family who
made his advent into the world
on Monday January 9th at
10:35 p.m. weighing 6 pounds
11 ounces. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Denny
(Jennette Croom). and was
given the name Lowell Buck-
ner Denny II. Mother and
son are reported doing fine.
Congratulations to all the fami-
ly.
Mrs. Lela Lowery is back
home after a few hours at
St. Mary's because of that
very painful bursitis. She is im-
proving now.
Mrs. A. P. Nunn was called
to Nashville because of the
sudden passing of her aunt,
Cubs Open
wthe Crystal Room of the Tylerith Manager Leo Durocher and!
Towers Restaurant here, 55ID3e coaches. Two varsity throw-
ers. Dick James and Jim Ellis
will n o t be available due to
schi;-: and service commit-
ments. Cub regular first base-
man, Ernie Banks, will be on
hand with the first group that
reports. Highly regarded first
year pitchers Dean Burk and
Joe Niekro will report on the
120th.
guests of sorors Louise Cooper.
Dorothy McKinney. M yr ti
Woods, Sarah Bobds, and Cot-
trell Thomas.
With president Daisy Ruth
Shaw presiding, plans were
made for the Annual Founder's
Day, when the "Woman of the
PATTERSON TERMITE
& REPAIR SERVICE
2998 N. Thomas St.
Wouldn't You Really Like ToSave, On Your Termite Work
Todcy
Save The Patterson Way
30
-Years Experience In
This Field
Our Low Ovafisted Mame AWI Saving To You
'TRY ME"
Day - Ph. 358-0158
Night - Ph. 458-0229
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTlOCATIONS
vv.iir rotas owl sot.,
r,ff P. I 11161N61611
have been the only team to
press Alex Hannum's revital-
ized crew. Indicative of Philly's
strength is the fact that Boston
is in second place w'th a better
record than the beantowners
had at this stage of the cam-
paign last year yet they trail
Philly by eight games.
Coach Richie Guerin wel-
comed Zelmo Beaty back to the
Hawks lineup but St. Louis
didn't count on losing Len
The funeral of Mrs. Louvenia
Loving was held at the St.
Luke Bapt church with Rev.
J. H. Mathis officiating. She
was the cousin of Mrs. Mosie
Reid here, mother of Sammie
Louis Loving of Union City,
Tenn., and Mrs. Mahelle Flagg
of Stanton, Tenn. She left a
sister. Mrs. Isora Bowers of the
St. Luke community and two
grandchildren that she raised,
Ralph Lovings who lives in
Union City and Larry Lovings
who is in service. Rawls and
Baskerville were in charge.
Starr Tops Vote
NEW YORK (UPI) - Green
Bay quarterback Bart Starr, the
National Football League's
Most Valuable Player and lead-
ok professional Athlete of the
Year award.
Starr, who led the Packers to
the NFL championship, polled
251 points to easily outdistance
Kansas City's Len Dawson (85).
The ultimate winner of the
diamond-studded, gold-buckled
belt will be awarded Sunday in
Rochester, N. Y.
License/ and Beaded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AR,
EMBARRASSED
C 'WEKILL TO LIVE"AR
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033
THAN'S .
LOAN FICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300.
EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE
162-164•1611 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONF7DENTL4L JA 6-14S0
[NOTICE NEWSBOYSWould you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME 
Address 
Phone number...-.
Mail 1; TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee
Mother's name 
Number of papers wanted weekly
4
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NEWSSTAND DIRECTORY
The Tr! State Defender Goes
AND.....S'
387 Lea4s
ALDALE CASH GROCERY
562 iseii,ngtan
527-8150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 Chelsal
BAILEY'S MUG STORE
:547 S•aod
BELL'S SUNDRY
52:•"1.1.?
Free Delivay Open 7 Do )g
9 0.-.. 12 c.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
11.to col:•g•
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
550 VinCO MODEL LAUNDTIV
204 W. Brooks
EWING F.S5C SER,ICE
STATION
eV Mississippi
FOR:" ROAD DRIVE-IN
3199 Reed
GEORG'E WALKER'S NEWS
1101 f
GOLDEN'S SUNDRY
2533 Pork Ave.
324.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
44 Walker Avenue
On Sale Each Thursday At The Following Locations
HCAKINS GRILL
247€. Me Lerner*
B. SUNDRY
615 Vence Aosta.*
JEL DRIVE.IN GROCERY
'5605. $111101w•y E.
•JEFerirsoN GROCERY
4791 Morn ,,L.44) Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
at•- 0,0_,
IkALIFFmAN DRivE•iN
GROCERY
1297 Loudadol•
KLONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
137
276-9509
Fies7 Merlts & Ve;.
KLONOTICIE SUNDRY
1293 Vollentwe
272-4112
f-e• Delius*
L H 54HDTlY
142 5ilveragt
McG04 EN Sttd?R Y
349 Vanes •
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2037 Boyl• Avenue
NEWS MART -
Mogoz ,,os & Nipwseepars
All Out of Town News.
papers
10 N. main
526-9648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 Mississippi
942-1712
Pres. & Da.,,,Servic•
POST OFFICE -
BEALE BRANCH
PAN TAZE DRUG ".2
209 Beetle
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellarus, Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
IPS Canes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1916 Lawderdel•
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
56' ". Rnrogrroy E.
9484521
RUSSELL REXALL DRUG
2445 Chelsea
SILVER STAR
pRivE.IN GROCERY
178 4. 06 tc,,e'. Rd.
SUBURBAN DRUG
752 E. McL•meit•
948-4576
Pres. & De!. Servic•
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1046 Thomas
525.881.1 - 526-9727
Prescriptions & DrsgS
STROZIER DRUGS
2192 Chelsea
2764598
Pres. & NI. Service
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Fiorleo
SMITH'S TEAA-C,
SERVICE STATION
337 Moch•11 Read
TRIGG AVE., SUNDRY
155 E. Trigg
Tettste A SUNDRY
303 Vance
VIC'S SUNDRIES
Z013 J10,1116,1 *vault
WELLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. McLane,*
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 N. Broo.ts Road
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newsporers & Misgatines
F•0011 All Towns
it 5 Monroe Av•nve
526-992C
